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The 1964 College Parents' Weekend festivities begin
tomorrow night with registration of parents in New South
Faculty Lounge. Registration will continue Saturday morning. With the completion of registration, sample classes will
be conducted in history, philosophy, English and science. By
attending mock classes, the parents will become acquainted
with academic standards expected of their sons.
The traditional Parents'
Weekend cocktail party is
next on the agenda. The
·1
cock tal party will commence

Politiesl Msneuverings
Higllligllt Performsnee
Of/Re'S Fsvoretl "4"

This past week the International Relations Club sent
a four-man delegation to the
Little United Nations Assembly at the University of
Indiana. Philip Mause (College '65), .T ohn Finke (College '66),
Ronald Strickland (SFS '65), and
James Bodenheimer (SFS '67) represented France and won the award
as second best delegation at the
Conference.
At the opening Security Council
Session, Mause attacked the bloc
system and called for independence
in formulating foreign policy.
France then withdrew from the
Western bloc justifying this by recalling the need for individuality
on the part of nations in their
activities in the U.N. John Finke
spoke out strongly against the
policy of increasing the size of the
Security Council. Jim Bodenheimer
defended France against a censure
motion because of her intervention
in Gabon. Ronald Strickland sat on
the World Court and advised on a
decision against Jordan on the
question of re-routing the Jordan
River. Mause also attacked resolutions calling for U.N. action in
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia because it involved intervention in domestic affairs.
The climax of the conference
was reached at the General Assembly Session Saturday afternoon. France and Albania sponsored a resolution to admit Red
China to the United Nations. After
extensive lobbying and a long
speech by Mause justifying De(Continued on Page 13)

in McDonough Gymnasium immediately after the sample classes.
At this event parents will have a
chance to speak with their son's
teachers and other faculty members of the College.
A prime rib of beef dinner will
be served in the Boarders' Cafeteria. Rev. George H. Dunne, S.J.,
Director of the University's 175th
Anniversary program, will deliver
the keynote speech, and the Chimes
will provide entertainment at the
dinner.
Military Salute
An hour intermission will follow
the dinner to enable the parents
to return to their accommodations
and prepare for the coup de grace
of the Weekend, the Weekend
Dance. The theme of the dance,
which will begin at 9 o'clock in
the New South Cafeteria, is "A
Military Salute to Parents." At
11 p.m., the pageantry of a Miss
America contest will be brought to
Georgetown's campus. It is at this
time that one of nine queens from
the neighboring girls' schools will
be chosen the Queen of Parents'
Weekend. An interesting sidelight
of this dance will be the appearance of the kilt-clad United States
Air Force Bag Pipe Band. Sunday morning there will be Mass
at 10 in Dahlgren Chapel for the
parents. Breakfast will follow in
the Boarders' Cafeteria.
Members of the Parents' weekend Committee include chairman
Bill Leonard, Ed Pellicano, .Tim
Robinson, Vince Gallagher, and
John Albrigo. On the dance committee are co-chairmen Terry Connor and Mike Feeley, Jim Fleming,
Chuck Kenny, Mark Winter, Doug
Murray, .Tim Faulkner, Jay Crosson and Steve Szawlewicz.
(Continued on Page 10)

"M" IS FOR THE MANY THINGS . . . the Parents' Weekend
Committee. Seated, Vince Gallagher, Bill Leonard, Ed Pellicano, Jim
Robinson, John Albrigo, and (standing) Doug Murray, Terry Connor,
Mike Feeley, Jim Faulkner and Mark Winter.
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HOYAMovesWithdrawal
At Picketed Council S Y nod

Before a capacity crowd in
Copley Lounge last Sunday
night, The HOYA announced
its intentions to withdraw its
representation from the College Student Council.

IN THE YARD •.• Ken Atchity withdraws HOYA from Stuoont.
'Council.

I n t ere 0 IeI9·I a t e T0 urn e y
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by Herbert Hoover. III
This year's Cherry Blossom Intercollegiate Debate
T
1
ournament wil take place on March 6, 7 and 8. The Philodemic Society, in charge of the weekend, expects one hundred teams representing 67 colleges and universities from
Maine to California. Chairman of the tournament "is Robert
Mannion, College '65, assisted by David D. Kulig and J.
Brooke Hamilton, all of whom
. d b
W
are supervIse
y Doctor illiam Reynolds.
The tournament is scheduled to begin at 4 p.m. on
Friday, March 6, and conclude at 3 :45 p.m. on Sunday
March 8 with a victory reception
held at the Hall of Nations. The
tournament will commence with
six preliminary rounds throughout
Friday and Saturday, at the end
of which the top sixteen teams with
the best records will be selected
and matched in a sudden-death
playoff, scheduled for the following
day, Sunday, with the final round
being scheduled for 3 p.m. Sunday
in the Hall of Nations. Preliminary
matches are currently scheduled to
take place in White-Gravenor,
Poulton Hall, Walsh Building, and
the Reiss Science Building. More
exact information as to places and
times of the debate may be obtained
at the tournament headquarters in
Copley Lounge.
Current defending champion
Brandeis University is expected to
encounter much competition from
such debate-minded schools as
Dartmouth, Princeton, M.1. T.,
Northwestern, Wichita, Notre
Dame, Holy Cross, Fordham, Tufts,
Washington and Lee, George Washington, and St. Peter's, just to
name a few. Even Rosemont and
Manhattanville will be represented.
The topic for this year's tournament debate will be the national
question "Resolved: The Federal
Government should guarantee an
opportunity for higher education
to all qualified high school graduates." Upon completion of the final
round of sudden death playoff, a
winner shall be determined and
awarded the Toohey Revolving Cup,
presented annually by the Philo-

ROBERT MANNION
demic Society. Chairman Robert
Mannion chose to characterize the
spirit of competition he hopes will
prevail: "Although the caliber of
schools attending indicates top
quality competition, every effort is
being made to insure traditional
Hoya hospitality to provide a most
enjoyable weekend for all participants."
Although the Philodemic Society
is ineligible for the tournament,
Georgetown will be represented by
the freshman Gaston-White deb ating organization of Pat Richter,
John Koeltl, Robert Mannix, Fred
Perella, and Mike Naylor.
Saturday night promises to provide entertainment for all debaters
wtih a banquet to be held in the
New South Dining Hall at 6 p.m.,
at which time the top sixteen
teams, as well as coach of the year
shall be named.

John Glavin. Associate Editor of
the Campus newspaper and its current delegate to the Council. presented the decision of the 1964
editorial board to resign its seat
from the student body representative organ at the Council's weekly
meeting.
Glavin. a senior in the College
and former Editor-in-Chief of The
HOYA, specified the reasons for
the Board's decision. He said that
the Board had made the proposal
because "The HOYA, as a free
and independent newspaper, feels
that its membership on a body like
the Council represents a conflict of
interest with its journalistic motives" and that The HOYA "sees
the desirability of a single activity
vote on the Council to which reform
it is ready to contribute."
Glavin Opposed
After reading the Board's resolution, Glavin stated that he had
been opposed to the measure and
asked that Ken Atchity, present
Editor-in-Chief, be allowed to explain the paper's action. The Council moved to suspend the rules and
let Glavin's successor speak.
Atchity stated the reasons for
The HOYA's decision. "The 1964
Editorial Board of The HOYA has
voted to resign its seat on the College Council to which it is entitled
under By-law I, Section I, Part C
of the Constitution," Atchity said.
"This move has been made not
because The HOYA is uninterested
in the affairs of the Council in its
representation of the College student body," he continued, "but because we feel that The HOYA's involvement in the affairs of the
Student Council is a conflict of interest which interferes with our
aim to establish a University news
medium in an independent and objective position, to praise and criticize the events of Georgetown University, and to constantly improve
the journalistic quality of our
weekly publications."
Time spent on the Student Council and the East Campus Council,
to which The HOYA has been invited, also presents a certain interference, the Editor explained.
Atchity further pointed out that
"in the interests of student government, The HOY A believes that no
activity should be entitled to a vote
equal to one cast by an elected
representative
of
the
student
body."
Six Activities
At present, the Student Council
is composed of the three Yard officers, the president and student
council representative of each
class, the Student Council representative of non-resident students,
the chairman of the Athletic Committee and delegates from The
HOYA, the Philodemic Society, the
Sodality of Our Lady, the Washington Club, WGTB and the Collegiate Club.
(Continued on Page 10)
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Editorials:

Outside The Yard
At the meeting held last Sunday evening, March 1, the
1964 HOYA announced its decision to resign the voting seat
to which it is entitled under the Constitution of the College
Student Council. The rationale behind our action is explained
in the consideration of two areas of overlapping concerns.
We feel, in the first place, that our membership on the Council is a conflict in interests in regard to our status as a free
and independent medium of information and criticism and,
secondly, that our conception of student government as
democratic and representative is incompatible with the
power which the activity vote exercises on the College Council.
In our new role as a University-wide newspaper, it is
impos'sible that we maintain our seat on the College Council
without taking an equally active part in the governmental
affairs of the East Campus. Because of the nature of the
East Campus Council-on which all the activities combined
have but the single vote of the Club Committee-The HOYA
would necessarily wield an unbalanced power in the determination of the course of Council action on one Campus or
the other. As an independent newspaper, we cannot limit
ourselves (as legally we must by our seat on the Council
according to Article I, Section 1 of the Constitution) to an
articulation of student opinion "in conformity with the official policies of the University." In spite of the constitutional claim (Article II, Section 1), the power which The
HOYA controls as a member of the Council is not "derived
immediately from the Student Body," but rather from the
journalistic interest of a few members of that body.
Furthermore, it is unnatural, under the democratic
system which we, as American students, profess, that a news
medium be empowered to legislate on a Council supposedly
representative of a student electorate. Every newspaper
must be established on an independent basis of objective
surveillance, precluding the pos'sibility of the prejudiced influence of whatever political alignment. Freedom of the
press means more than the right to print anything; it means
that what the press prints is ideally and practically free of
the temptation to political lobbying or forensic affirmation.
As a voting member of the Council, The HOYA has at its
disposal a powerful weapon which is unavailable to the more
solidly-representative ClasS officers and representatives.
With this weapon, as experience has shown, The HOY A
representative has an undeniable advantage over the less
fortunate Councillors.
The HOYA's action is not a display of disinterest in
the improvement of student government at Georgetown,
but is, on the other hand, a positive precedent toward truly
representative revision initiated last year by the late Lambert
Spronck. Unless we are satisfied with a government of
aristocratic characteristics, though it may display occasional
and praise-worthy flashes of efficiency, rather than one
which is a true reflection of the elective and consulted opinion of the students whom it claims to represent, we must
reexamine the apportionment of our Council. On other campuses throughout the country, the activities hold a single
vote, indeed a token vote, on the Student Council. Their
value as Council members, which The HOYA appreciates
and is eager to second, is rather in the presentation of ideas,
and in the argument for funds to enhance their particular
roles of student service.
An objection may be made that it has been the activity
heads on the Council whose influence has effected improvements in the past; that representing a more specific and
interested body of students, they are, as a result, more direct
in their proposals, and more sure of their support. This, it
seems to us, is indicative of the failure of student government here. We should demand of our class representatives
a more probing responsibility to the voice of their electorate.
We cannot justify the equality between The HOYA representative and the representatives of the freshman class, one
responsible to a mere handful of students not necessarily in
constant contact with the grassroots of student opinion, the
other serving 425 constituted voters.
We do not mean to discount the vital influence which the
leaders of extra-curricular activities can have on the Student
Council. There is no reason to prohibit the election of activity
heads to the Council, if their Class considers them wellqualified and capable of holding two important positions. It
is our experience , as evidenced by two members of the present HOYA Board, that the two functions can be adequately,
and often laudably performed by one student. But if the
activity heads do not desire or attain elective office, they can

[

Letters
The Hoya

]

To the Editor:
It is indeed refreshing to see
among the publications of this university an editor who has the courage of his convictions and is unafraid to state his beliefs in print.
It is the foremost purpose of any
journal of news to exhibit leadership in those areas of interest to
its readers, and to criticize those
elements in its environment which
it feels are wrong. This sort of
leadership has been noticeably
lacking in the East Campus Courier this year, as will be patently
obvious from the editorial scheduled to appear in the forthcoming
issue of the CQurier. While I may
not always agree with your opinions, I would defend not only your
right, but also your duty as an
editor, to express your opinion.
Your editorial and the news content of your last issue indict Frank
Gannon, President of the East
Campus Student Council, for his
apparently contradictory statements to the officers of the College
Student Council and to Father McGrath. While your editorial suggestion that our campus leaders
should "put aside personal ambition" is sound idealistically, it
should be noted that the officers
of both campuses would not be in
their current positions if they did
not possess a considerable measure
of personal ambition, tempered
with the chauvinistic display necessary to convince the students
that their leaders are actually
working for their benefit.
The "defeatist" attitude adopted
by these campus leaders serves to
rationalize the i r shortcomings.
While no one year can produce all
the desired changes in student government, each year can show a
slight but noticeable improvement.
While the student government at
Georgetown may be behind that of
other universities, a short glance
over the past four years reveals
quite a few changes in our campus
life, most for the better, and many
of which have been brought about
by an increasingly influential student government.
This anniversary year has been
one in which many strides could
have been made. Few have even
(Continued on Page 16)

In last week's article on the passage of the Senior Class Gift, the
134 majority which decided in favor
of adopting the insurance policy
system was refered to as a "scant"
vote. The HOYA retracts the adjective here as a misrepresentati<m
of the situation. Actually, the number that did vote in regard to the
gift was one of the largest ever
to participate in an election of this
nature.
The Georgetown .Jug Band, now
known as the D.C. Sheiks, will be
performing at 8:30 p.m. in Lisner
Auditorium next Wednesday,
March 11. The folk singing grou'P
consists of Chuck Rosenberg, Bob
McDermott, .Jay Feeney and Don
Flanagan.
WAMU-FM, 88.5 m.c., the educational non-commercial radio station at American University, inaugurates a new weekly half-hour
program series today designed to
explore and discuss the r,ole of
United States foreign service officers overseas. Called" Americans
Abroad," the new offering to radi()
listeners will involve debates on
the economic, political and social
aspects of foreign powers, the
American policy towards each nation, and its implementation by
U.S. f.oreign service personnel.
An "election package" of six motion pictures from the award-winning TV series, The Twentieth Cen('Continued on Page 11)
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offer a powerful force of suggestion to the Council by their
interest in its wo~kings and, simultaneously, direct student
cooperation and participation which must become and re·
main the life source of the Council's integrity_
For it resides within the hands of the students them.
selves to effect the value of the Council's role in the life of
the College. If the Class officers are unsuccessful in their
representation, we must look to the students for the ultimate
cause of their failure. Contact between voter and representative must be founded on mutual interest and responsibility.
We cannot condemn the action of our Councillor if we ourselves have not actively attempted to influence his decision.
A President without a people is like a Yard without a well:
desert replaces growth, and sterility creation.

Folks At Home
The HOYA welcomes the parents of the students of the
College to a pleasant and enjoyable weekend. We feel that
it is a fine idea for our parents to become acquainted with
the life of their sons at Georgetown, at least as much as this
possible in such a brief visit.
But sometimes the meeting of parents and sons on a
college campus leaves both with a restless feeling, significant of a deeper difference in their separate lives. If the
subtle nature of our changing relationship during these traumatic years of higher education was made more explicit, we
would realize that the fireside association of the family situation is gradually transformed when the son packs up for
his "manifest destiny" at the Hilltop.
It is time for us to become men, responsible for our
own decisions, and independent, to an ever increasing degree,
in the direction of our maturing personalities. Our parents,
under pressure, will remember their college years, and agree.
We ask their understanding, and can only argue that their
trust in our development must stem from their satisfaction
with the early training which has created its promise. And
we add, simply but sincerely, that we are grateful.
.1
]

The Magnificent Eight
The College Dean's List (printed on page eight of this
week's HOYA) praises eight students who merited "First
Honors," only two of whom are members of the Honors
Program. Twenty-two students received "Second Honors,"
and eighty-seven were mentioned honorably. The enrollment
of the College of Arts and Sciences is fifteen hundred.
We question the accuracy of the reflection which the
revered List provides of the academic progress of Georgetown undergraduates. As a report card of sorts to the alumni
and interested friends of the University, the Dean's List indicates what might be termed an education gap. If the Honors
Program, supposedly the acme of scholarly aims and opportunity, is so sparsely represented on the roll of successful
study, surely there is a failure in the essential structure of
the Program, in the educational provisions of the College,
in the standards of the List, or in all three.
Although it is not within the scope of this editorial to
fully investigate each of the elements mentioned, we are
happy to note the proposed survey of them under the auspices of the Executive Committee on Liberal Arts. Here, we
would merely point out that the purpose of the Dean's List,
in addition to the public relations aspect which it necessarily
implies, would seem to be an incentive for more concentrated
efforts and a more active pursuit of academic goals. If the
List is to be a true appraisal of the excellence of Georgetown
College as an educational institution, perhaps its standards
should be reconsidered by the newly-initiated Committee.
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Polo and Lacrosse Aid
Extolled at EC Council;
Yard Donations Chided

The Little 0
by John Pfordresher

Tartuffe
Ed. note: The feature staff is instituting this column to give more
extensive cove'l"age to dramatics at Georgetown and other local schools.
The hope is that this will increase both the interest in and the appreciation of the hard work and professional polish that have characterized the Mask and Bauble and si1nilar groups. The inspiration for the
column head is found in Act V, scene ii of Shakespeare's Antony and
Cleopatra.-GET
When dealing with a drama, one must always be aware that there
is much more to a production than the glittering facade which swirls
across the stage. Besides the complexities of backstage production, there
are the long weeks of rehearsal and planning which are necessary to
build, from the slender skeleton of a script, the final structure of a fullfledged drama. And it is to these weeks of effort which one must turn
to find explanations for both the success and failure of any production.
The Mask and Bauble's present production of Tartuffe illustrates this
point admirably.
The Moliere text, adapted for the English stage by Miles Malleson,
is a rather unusual vehicle to choose. The original play is rife with
sly jibes against the hypocrisy of the overly pious laity in the time of
Louis XIV. Many of the jokes are lost in the translation, and the
great distance in time between the original audience and today's does
away with most of those which remain. Yet there are some extraordinarily funny scenes, and the very challenge of the difficulties inherent in a topical comedy presented three hundred years too late
makes the attempt an interesting and exciting one.
The Mask and Bauble seems to have met the challenge with a
peculiarly ambivalent approach, the success of which is due more to
the innate talent of the players than to the authoritarianism of Mr.
Ellis Baker as the "omnipresent" director. Baker has chosen to see the
subtle comedy of Moliere as a rather broad piece of vaudeville slapstick. Characters are constantly stumbling over each other in front
and behind the curtain. Almost every male character, at one time or
another, bangs the top of a table-and hurts his hand. Hankerchiefs
and fans whirl about in such an astounding variety of ways that the
audience misses most of what is said in following the virtuosity of each
character's mannerisms. In the more raucous portion of the play, such

by Mike Giuliano
Money was the focal point
of this week's East Campus
Student Council meeting. William Ebersold, treasurer, began the proceedings by registering his surprise at the
Council's donation of $337 to the
Lacrosse Club. He felt the College
counterpart had done less than its
duty in offering $100 as its share.
Ebersold noted a similar inequality in the financial support given
the polo team, which had received
$300 from the East Campus as
opposed to $100 from the Yard. He
felt there should be a closer proportion between the doles given
by the two Councils. To make this
possible, Ebersold proposed the
establishment of a Joint Appropriations Committee with the College.
Ebersold continued his appeal for
equity between the monetary support given University-wide organizations by the two principal student bodies in a proposal concerning the now threatened future of
Jack. He recommended proposing
a "match donations" program to
the College Council and the Mascot
Committee.
~Continued on Page 10)
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Social Experts Discuss
D.C. Community Crisis

WE SHALL OVERCOME.
Dr. Thomas Walsh addressing the
Washington Social Crisis Symposium.

by Ellen Canepa
The University Community Action Program last Wednesday evening presented a symposium entitled "The Washington Social Crisis-A Student Responsibility." Its aim
was to show the need for volunteers in social action in the
D.C. area. The discussion featured two keynote speakers,
Mr. Charles Horsky, Special Advisor to President Johnson
----------------------------------------------------- for D.C. Affairs, and Mr.
Joseph English, Chief Psychiatrist for the Peace Corps,
along with nine special panel
members.
Horsky stressed the need
by Tom Sawyer
to aid the less f-ortunate members
This spring, with the arrival of high school students of the D. C. community. He also
from almost every state east of the Mississippi, the Na- pointed out that, not only will these
less fortunate people benefit from
tional Invitational Model General Assembly will make its volunteer work, but also the volundebut on the Georgetown campus. In workable delegations teers themselves: "True education
of two persons per country, students from some forty-five is not found just in the books and
courses the university offers, but
high schools will have a chance to experience first-hand the also in the locale of the university
itself. This education as a citizen
inner workings and structure
cannot be obtained by a student
of the United Nations. Also,
who lives his four years enclosed
they will be able to exby the boundaries of the Georgetown campus-it can come only by
change ideas with fellow stucontact with other people."
dents on the positions of the
countries which they repreApathy Destroyed

·
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SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANCE . . . as recreated by the
Mask and Bauble in Moliere's Tartuffe. Shown here are Dave Wilkie,
Polly Seitz and J. Paul Kennedy.
as the scene when Orgon hides under the table, this broad style of
comedy works perfectly, and the audience justifiably breaks into applause.
Moliere is a much more complex playwright than this. And when he
ceases to write slapstick, and Baker attempts to maintain it, the audience understandably yawns, or feels embarrassed for those on stage.
A perfect example of this is Cleante, played by Jay Ryan. This character is one of the most important in the play. He becomes, in the
opening of the second act, the voice of the playwright himself, pointing
out to his characters the difficulties they are getting themselves into.
In general, he is intended to be the most serious and thoughtful member
of the Tartuffe milieu. But Baker has Ryan play him as a rather silly,
and very effete noble. When his serious lines come up they sound completely out of place, and the audience is puzzled-with good reason.
The attempt to make the play's most rational character into just another idiot is bound to fail in moments when the playwright intends
him to speak with the authority of wisdom.
And, unusual as it might sound, even some of the roles which
Moliere wrote as broad seem to fail under Baker. The most obvious
example of this is Madie Brown playing the maid. She is probably the
first actress on record to attempt to make a French maid into a Brooklyn moll. Her gestures are always too expansive, her voice too loud,
her grimace too contorted. And for some unknown reason every time
she delivers a line, she clenches her hands and wiggles her body. She
pushes the role for all its worth and in the end one grows tired watching all this effort being expended for such a silly purpose. The same
might be said of John P. Kennedy as Damis. His role is a difficult one,
and one can sympathize with him. But Damis nevertheless emerges not
even as a charicature, but merely as an overly awkward gesture.
Fortunately, Mr. Baker fares better with his lead males. Chris
Hartman is a thoroughly credible Orgon, blustering about the stage, full
of good intent and astounding stupidity. And Alec Healy as Tartuffe is
excellent. He somehow manages to seem snake and saint in the space of
two seconds, and most of his scenes, especially the one in which he is
finally unmasked, are beautifully played, subtle and yet with just
enough bravado to keep you aware that this is a farce. In the seduction
scene, he manages to lace himself around chairs and twist over couches
as though he were Satan back in Eden once more.
But the true highlight of the performance is the work of two
characters who seem to be working towards a different end than Baker's
an end which approaches the poet's own. The first of these is Jim Simon,
who plays the king himself, observing the royal entertainment. He has
(Continued on Page 12)"

sent in the context of an international general assembly.

Under the sponsorship of the
International Relations Club and
the Philodemic Debating Society,
and with the direct leadership of
J. Brooke Hamilton, President of
the Assembly and Frank Aiello,
Secretary General, the young delegates will face a rigorous program.
Registration will take place on
Friday, April 24, at which the students are expected to arrive fully
prepared to represent the countries
they have previously selected.
Later in the afternoon, they will
be briefed before meeting with a
representative from the embassy of
their country. Friday evening will
see the first session of the General Assembly at which the delegates will be addressed by Philip
Deane, head of the United Nations
Information Center here in Washington. The assembly will then be
dismissed to allow the delegates
to prepare their resolutions in bloc
meetings, of which there will probably be four or five, representing
the African, Latin American, Asiatic, and NATO blocs. These meetings will continue on Saturday
morning, followed later in the day
by possibly three two-hour sessions
of the General Assembly. Saturday
evening the delegates will be guests
at a banquet. Sunday morning,- the
final session of the General Assembly will convene and awards will
be given for the best delegation
and best delegates.
Hamilton and Aiello have a long
range goal for their "NIMGA" as
the assembly is called. The popularity of high school model-U.N.'s
has steadily risen over the past
few years, but with the notable
absence of a national general assembly. Although NIMGA will be

BROOKE HAMILTON

English approached the same
subject in a lighter tone. He began
by stating that the myth of "college-student apathy" was destroyed
by the tremendous response to the
Peace Corps plan-young adults do
want to contribute part of themselves to those less fortunate. Secondly, he described the need for
"building bridges" between people
and between nations-building
them out of respect for the humanity of the individual and out of a
sincere desire to understand him.
His third point underscored a comment of Horsky's: volunteer work
makes a person a more mature and
valuable citizen.
Lively Panel
At the conclusion ()f the talks
by the keynote speakers, each
member of the panel introduced
himself and gave his affiliation.
The panel was lively, for the range
of volunteer work represented was
wide, and the views of each panel
member different, and often conflicting. All the members did agree
that action was needed in all fields
of volunteer work, and, as Miss
Shirley Smith, Chairman of the
National Negro Women's Committee on Civil Rights, stated, "It is
unfortunate that people must be
told that this work needs to be
done."

FRANK AIELLO
heavily represented by the East
Coast, it is hoped that eventually
it can assume the role of a national assembly, inviting members
from the many regional general
assemblies.

Ronald Israel, a junior in the
School of Foreign Service and
member of UCAP, ended the panel
discussion with a statement that
attempted to define the Georgetown students' stand on civil rights
and social action. He admitted that
this was, at best, difficult, and
acknowledged the presence of a
conservative element on campus
concerning these matters.
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CiDey, St. Louis Girls
Enjoy Hoya Chorales

GU Population Center
Holtls Birth Research
In Forti Financetlloan

tion.
Dr. Benedict Duffy, director of
the pr.oject, stressed that this is a
center with a goal of determining
steps necessary for a concise and
complete study .of the population
problem. The program is a response to the increasing c·oncern of
the Church as well as individual
Catholics for the birth c.ontrol
pr.oblem. In recent years, the
Church has recognized the dilemma
posed by birth control and has
taken steps to seek a s.olutiQn.

by Bob Flaherty
Lest the Lethe of time effaces fine and fond memories
of wine, women and song as Puerto Rico fades in the distance, the Georgetown University Glee Club has taken another trip.
On Thursday, February 20, two stalwart steeds of the
Greyhound Bus Co. fought their way through blinding blizzards and treacherous West
New
Registrar Virginia mountains to bring
Hoya songsters into
Revises Procedure fifty-two
Cincinnati, Ohio. A birthday
For Fall Enrollment celebration for senior Fral1k
Under the guidance of the Lucente cheered a somewhat
dismal dinner in the heart of hillnew University Registrar, billy
cQuntry, but the fifteen-hour
Mr. Paul Mason, Georgetown bus trip with Greyhound succeeded
will inaugurate a program of in dampening even the most blithe
of spirits. An early morning -five
advance registration this hours
.of sleep .on the lumpy rQllspring which will make the aways of Cincinnati's luxurious

GU

present methods both obsolete and
unnecessary. Mason has prQPosed
a dual plan which will allow all
matriculation to be completed before September.
Frustration Ends
Under the new program, students
will not have to arrive until the
first day of classes, books will be
ordered by the faculty during the
summer, class cancellations will be
reported by August, and the everfrustrating lines at the gym will
pass into history.
During late April and early May
all students will fulfill the first
part of registration by reporting to
their faculty advisors on the prescribed dates to plan their schedules and arrange their program
forms. These documents, with two
carbon copies, will then be delivered
to the registrar's office where the
times, days, and classrooms will be
supplied for the CQurses listed. Between May and July the Registrar's
staff and the computers will program, classify and count those enrolled for each subject cancelling
or dividing a section where necessary.
Bill Paying
The secQnd section of the program will be completed when each
person receives and pays his bill
during the latter part of the summer. He will then receive an official copy of his course schedule
which will guarantee his entry into
class on opening day in September.
Carbons of this form will also go
to the Dean's and Registrar's offices. This idea is a great departure from former years where
the Dean alQne PQssessed a copy,
and will greatly reduce the complications nQW surrounding any
course changes.
AlthQugh much detailed planning
is necessary before the new program can be put into effect, it has
already been approved by the
Board of Deans and will be used
this spring. The project is intended "to make registration easier
and better f.or the students."

SintQn Hotel were welcomed as a
glorious repQse .on a Roman divan,
and the men were refreshed and
ready to meet the girls.
The girls were found at Our
Lady of Cincinnati College, where
all enjoyed a campus tour and a
deliciQus undispensed fish lunch.
Boys met girls (much the same as
in Puerto Rico) and the concert
became almost secondary (much
the same as in Puerto Rico). But
the concert was excellent (much
the same as in Puerto Rico also),
both glee clubs performing separately and together. And after a
reception with the girls, the
Georgetown men again boarded the
busses for a delightful all-night
ride to St. Louis, Missouri.
Red-eye
Dawn found the HQyas blearyeyed. The men caught an.other
shQrt nap at St. Louis University
d.ormit.ories, and they were .off and
running again, this time after the
y.oung ladies .of Maryville C.ollege.
A highly successful jQint c.oncert
with Maryville was followed by a
dinner-dance given by the alumni
clubs of both scho.ols. Such a success it was (and SQ many new
friends were discovered at Maryville) that plans have already been
made for a similar night of fun
and romance in .old St. LQuis fQr
next year.
Sunday mQrning the Glee Club
vide.o-taped a high Mass for national television (pQssibly to be
shown April 5) at the Benedictine
PriQry .outside St. L.ouis. An.other
afternoQn with the Maryville girls'
and a liquid brunch with the alumni club cl.osed the Hoya weekend
in the near Midwest.
Twenty-six bus-worn hours later,
tired and hoarse but filled with
new memories and addresses, the
same fifty-tw.o wh.o left on Thursday returned tQ the Stump. A little
older, a little wiser (knQwing now
full well the h.orrors .of extended
bus travel), the Glee Club slipped
quietly into campus oblivion, awaiting but the wQrd to do it all over
again.
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A center for population research was established at
Georgetown a few months
ago. The project, financed by
a grant from the Ford Foun~
dation, is designed to engage
in research in aspects
demography
and the
physiological
of reproduc-

HAPPY WANDERERS . . . the Georgetown Glee Club in Cincinnati.
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No Statistics
These attempts, however, have
been hampered by a lack of statistical evidence for the sPQkesmen
for the Church's views on the issue.
Duffy said, "The Georgetown project is an attempt by the Church to
make a sound medical inquiry into
the subject. The stress of the study
is on techniques .of birth cQntrQI
that will satisfy the theological as
well as the medical requirements
.of the problem."
Fertility
The demographic program will
be focused .on a study .of the fertility of Catholic 'Populations and the
social and cultural CQnsequences of
varying levels .of mQrtality. The
physiQlogical work consists .of the
collectiQn of statistical data which
would help to define the nQrmal
menstrual period. The aim of this
part of the program is to make
possible more accurate determinations .of the theoretical effectiveness of various forms of periodic
continence. It is hoped that this information will be of assistance to
the moral theologian in his study
of the rhythm method. The data
used in these studies is derived
from hospital records, clinical reports, and accumulated reports on
private patients.
Beth Israel
A connection between the
Georgetown center and the center
at the Beth Israel Hospital in
Boston has been established to insure that there will be no unnecessary duplication of efforts. Although the focus of the program
will be on topics of special interest
to Catholics, the program will also
include research of concern to nonCatholics. Evidence of the diversity of topics under study at the
center is seen in the wide coverage
which has been given its activities
in both the Catholic and the secular
press.
Duffy expressed the hope that
the center will lead to a clearer
understanding of the population
problem on both the sociological
and the theological level.

L-__________________________________________________________________________________________~

(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek".)

ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES
Many .of you have been avoiding econQmics because it is so
widely knQwn as "the dismal science." Oh, gQod friends, stQP
cheating YQurselves .of many a laugh and cheer, because eCQnQmics is a positive riot! True, it is called the dismal science,
but that is only because it was invented in 1681 by Walter C.
Dismal.
It is easy to understand why Mr. Dismal's discovery .of
economics is tQday almost forgotten, for the fact is that he
himself .only stayed with the subject fQr two or three days.
Mter that he tQok up embQnpoint, which means fatness. It is
said that at his apQgee, Mr. Dismal reached 1200 pounds. This
later became known as Guy Fawkes Day.
It was nQt until 1776 when Adam Smith published his Wealth
of Nations (or Ozymandias, as it is usually knQwn as) that the
world came to realize what a rQsy, twinkly, fun subject economics is. As Mr. Smith showed in his jocular little treatise,
there is nQthing complicated abQut economics.

'this laler becq!lZe
When there is a great demand for a prQduct, a great supply
is placed on the market. When there is a small demand, there
is a small supply. Take, for example, castanets. YQU walk into
any average American tQwn t.oday and I'll wager yQU wQn't see
more than eighty or ninety castanet shQPs. That is because the
demand is small.
FQr Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand, the demand is
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros-with all their yummy
rich tQbacCQ flavor and pure white Selectrate filter and pliable
SQft pack and unpliable Flip-TQP box-at any counter where
cigarettes are sold in every .one .of our fifty great States and
Duluth.
To Adam Smith, I say, belongs the distinctiQn .of popularizing
eCQnomics. Mr. Smith was fQllowed by David Ricardo. In fact,
everywhere he went he was followed by David RicardQ. Mr.
Smith finally got so annoyed that he summoned a bobby, as
British PQlicemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested.
This later became knQwn as the LQuisiana Purchase.
UpQn his release from gaol, as a British jail is called, Mr.
Ricardo reported tQ his par.ole officer, ThQmas RQbert Malthus.
They SQon became fast friends, and one night over a game .of
whist they invented the stock exchange, .or chutney, as it is
called in England.
Well sir, with the British having, yQU might say, a COrner on
econQmics, the French decided that they wanted SQme eCQnomics tQQ. Being, however, a proud nation, they refused
simply to bQrrow British economics, but insisted on inventing
their own. At first they tried using the truffle h.ound as a medium
.of exchange. When this proved less than satisfactory, they
switched tQ PQmade. DiscQuraged by this second disappointment, they finally shrugged and said, "Oh, who cares abQut
econo:mics anyhow?" and returned to the guillotine and Maurice
Chevalier.
America, I am pleased to repQrt, had much better success with
economics. Our early merchants quickly broke down economics
intQ its tWQ major categories-cQins and fQlding money-and
today, as a result .of their wisdQm, we can all enjQy the automatic
toll station.
Well sir, I CQuld go on and .on abQut this fascinating subject,
but I know you're all in a tearing hurry to rush .out and sign
up for ECQn I. So I will leave yQU now with two kindly words
.of farewell: Gresham's Law.
© 1964 Max Shulman

'"

*

*

We, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, are tobacconists,
not economists. But this much we know about supply and
demand: you demand full flavor in a filter cigarette; we
supply it-Marlboro!
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,64 Class Prospers
During First Term,
Clossey Comments

The Magic lantern
by Ed Donnellan

To Bed or Not to Bed
Dino de Laurentiis' To Bed or Not to Bed, winner of the 1963 Berlin
Festival Best Picture Award, attempts to build a comic situation around
the problem of racial temperament clash. Alberto Sordi plays an
Italian on a fur-buying trip to Sweden. A good Italian, he is ashamed
of never having been unfaithful to his wife. Obsessed with a travel
guide's description of the Swedish woman's unfettered passion, he
considers this as good a time as any to remedy the defect. His comic
failure to do this is the result of a misapprehension: Swedish sexual
freedom is not derived from a native lechery; rather, it is the logical
consequence of a philosophy of life. This eminently Northern way of
looking at things stares Sordi in the face time and time again, but
he refuses to see anything in it besides sexual license.
The technical contribution to the movie far surpasses Sonego's
screenplay, which is usually adequate but never transcendent. Tonti's
camera and Piccione's music combine to give depth of meaning and
emotional impact almost lacking in the script.
Outdoor scenes in the movie are filmed in halftones or dark grays,
and this same indefiniteness is achieved indoors by liberal use of tobacco
smoke against poorly-lit, dark interiors. The shading has a definite
purpos:. Besides the obvious reflection of the dark Swedish mentality,
It provIdes a contrast to one of the major motifs of the work-points
of light against the dark. This is strikingly presented in several
scenes: a train's lights moving through a snowstorm, the city lights
of Stockholm against a black night. Specific meaning for this symbol
is given in Sordi's comment on the Feast of Lights: "It is homage
to light in a land mostly filled with darkness." This light-darkness
opposition reverberates throughout the entire picture, even to the
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ALBERTO SORDI . . . poses the title question in this scene from
Dino De Laurentiis' production now showing at the Apex.
emphasis on light-haired Swedes walking the dark streets. One Swedish
girl tells Sordi she believes "in the sun and in men." This seems to be
an important strain in the Swedish character as given in the movie.
Man in his community becomes the highest goal-the community,
because it is the best way to overcome a harsh environment· man
because there is no God. This is the conclusion of a minister' in th~
picture who complains, "We live in a socialistic paradise where God
has no place."
The idea of a secular paradise is another idea one derives from the
movie. This is strongly supported by Piccione's music. An angelic
(Continued on Page 10)
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Philadelphia Symphony
by T. A. Gallagher
In his time, man has shaped the physical world about him into
many art forms. He has made statues and buildings from solid matter,
paintings from shapes and colours, works of literature from spoken
sounds, and music from rhythms and tones. Yet of all the arts, it
seems, at least to the present writer, that music is the highest. There
are many reasons for this, most of them purely physical, but, chiefly,
one might say that music, like all arts, is ultimately an experience, and
that music by its physical make-up offers potentially the most for one
to experience. It is a unique type of experience, though, for one usually
experiences music through an intermediary, the musician. As a
reSult, one's experience is usually second hand.
This, of course, is not the way it was originally intended to be:
years ago, music was written for the performer. The idea of thousands
of people flocking to hear someone else perform would have seemed
strange, yet, as the musical arts matured, such became the case, and the
performer was offered a new challenge. Somehow he had to transcend
the, gulf which separated that precious and incommunicable joy of
havmg a master,iece take shape under his own hands, somehow he
had to make his audience partake of his direct experience, and somehow he had to make the audience not merely a listener but an interpreter. It was a challenge which few have met.
Thus it is that last week's Philadelphia Orchestra concert under
Georg Solti was an experience of extraordinary character. One could
essay upon it for many thousands of words, yet our allotment is somewhat less than that.
The program opened with Beethoven's Leonore Overture No.3.
This work was originally intended for the opera Fidelio, but operas
are happier with shorter introductions, and so it was replaced (as were
Leonore Overtures 1 and 2) with the shorter Fidelio Overture. Solti's
performance was notable for the unity of his conception, yet it was
the low point of the evening, and could justly be subjected to much
adverse criticism. In fact, it fell so far below the high standard of the
(Continued on Page 12)

by John Kealy
The junior class has issued
its first semester report. The
class president, Dave Clossey,
said the AB Committee and
the Pre-Med Committee have
made substantial progress.
Ronald Molluzzo, reporting for
Bill Gagen, gave the AB Committee report. He said that through
the efforts of this committee graduate school admissions and scholarship information will be made
available to members of the class.
Bernie Zidar gave the Pre-Med
Committee report. He said a list
has been prepared of medical
schools which have accepted a substantial number of Georgetown
graduates and which have been
generous in scholarship aid to
Georgetown graduates. The committee has also begun to arrange
a program whereby pre-meds will
be able to visit hospitals and observe hospital technique and operations.
.IC Weekend
The accomplishments of the :John
Carroll Weekend Committee were
outlined by Vince Gallagher. He
said the successful freshmen initiation period consisted of a service project, songiest, meeting with
the juniors, a faculty-frosh smoker, the Slave Auction, and the
Communion Breakfast.
Ed Carroll of the Carnival Committee and .Jeff Stack of the :Junior Prom Committee thanked all
those who worked on the Carnival
and .Junior Prom Committees for
making these events successes.
.I ack Egan, the class secretary,
gave the report for the Communications Committee. He said that
18,990 flyers, minutes, calendars,
etc. were mimeographed and distributed. Egan also pointed out
that 16,125 pages of the Class Directory were published.

S. A. M. Reviews
Securities Facets,
Capital Formation
The Society for the Advancement of Management
sponsored two lectures this
past week. On Tuesday, February 25, Mr. Harold WilIiams and Mr. William Adams
from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Incorporated spoke
on "How the Stock Market Operates." The following Thursday, Mr.
Erwin Boehmler from Investment
Banker's Association of America
lectured on "Raising Capital for
Business."
In the first lecture, Adams explained the intricacies of the market. This was followed by a short
film after which Williams, manager of the firm in Washington,
answered questions from the floor.
The discussion period was so active
that one hour after the meeting
was officially closed, Williams was
still answering questions.
Boehmler emphasized that finance was the keynote to all investment. Stressing the many aspects of raising capital, his talk
centered upon the importance of
the investment banker.
S.A.M. is now in the midst of a
membership drive. Dues are five
dollars, and President Bob Totplinson feels that the membership goal
of one hundred students will soon
be reached.
Among special benefits which the
Society offers are a field trip this
semester to United Foods and the
Chevrolet Division of General
Motors, a seminar on Latin Ameri-.
can business, its bi-weekly newsletter Samscripts which made its
first appearance last Tuesday, and
the opportunity to meet leaders of
business and industry.
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AAAS Holding Meeting
On Pan-African Aspects
This Saturday, the Association of African and American Students of Georgetown University will host an intercollegiate conference in the Hall of Nations dealing with
the significance and implications of the contemporary PanAfrican movement.
The conference will consist of four student-faculty-professional
panels.
Keynote
speakers will include Dr. Victor Ferkiss of the Georgetown government department
and Dr. Leslie Rubin, head
Rev. Arthur McCormack, of the African Studies Devisiting professor in the phi- partment at Howard University.
Ferkiss will open the discussions
losophy department, will de- at 9 :05 Saturday morning, speakliver today at 11 :15 in Cop- ing on the definition of the Panley Lounge a lecture entitled African movement. Panel moderators at the morning sessions will
"The Central Problem of Our include Dr. R. .Joseph Schork,

'0

McCormack
Feature
World Poverty Problem
In Copley Lounge 'alk

Time-World Poverty," the third in
the Dean's Lecture series to be
presented this semester.
In his lecture, Father McCormack will stress the role each country and each individual must play
to relieve the sufferings of the
greater part of the world.
Father McCormack was ordained
a Mill Hill Father in 1936. As a
missionary in the British Cameroons he was principal of a college
for African boys and of a training
college for native teachers. The
present Prime Minister of West
Cameroons, John Foucha, and also
the Ambassador of the Camer-oon
Republic to Great Britain, His Excellency Martie Epie, were tutors
on his staff at the training college.
Failing health forced Father McCormack to return to England in
1948. Since his recovery in 1956
he has made a detailed study of
world poverty with special reference to economic and demographic
problems.
Birth Control!
Father McCormack's research
has produced several notable books:
People, Space, Food, World Poverty
and the Christian, which appeared
in the Twentieth Century Encyclopedia of Catholicism, Christian Responsibility and World Poverty, a
symposium of world experts edited
by Father McCormack, and Papal
Teaching On Population Problems
and Under-Development. He is the
author of various articles and
pamphlets including Overpopulation-Is Bi'rth Control the Answer?
and International Social Justice in
Mater and M agistra. He is an Associate Editor for World Justice.
Father McCormack is a speaker
for the Oxford Committee for
Famine Relief, the National Freedom from Hunger Committee, and
the Sword and the Spirit, and has
inaugurated a number of British
district's Freedom From Hunger
Campaigns. He is Professor-elect
of Pastoral Theology of the Motherhouse of the MiIl Hill Fathers,
and a member of Se.LF.PO, the
Population Secretariat of Louvain,
consisting of chief West European
experts on this subject.

REV. ARTHUR McCORMACK

MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT
chairman of the classics department and Dean William E. Moran
of the School of Foreign Service.
Topics to be covered in the morning will be "Africa in Search of
an Ideal," "Pan-Africanism: A
Relevant Utopia," "Regionalism:
An Alternative to Pan-Africanism," and "The Organization of
East African States."
Rubin's discussion of the "Organization of African Unity" will
open the afternoon's sessions. Rev.
Richard McSorley, S.:J., of the theology department will describe
"The Feasibility of Pan-Africanism," and Dr. Robert Lowe of
the Modern Languages Department
will speak on "Tests for PanAfricanism." Other topics for the
afternoon sessions will include
"Nationalism and Pan-Africanism," "The Human Question in
Pan-Africanism," "The African
Vote at the United Nativns," and
"Labor Unionism and Pan-Africanism."
Speakers for all sessions will
come from the Embassy of Sierra
Leone, the Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, Princeton
University and the New York Operation Crossroads Africa.
Sebastian Mezu, president of
AAAS and chairman of the conference says the Hall of Nations
will be open at 8 :45 a.m. for registration. Rev. :Joseph A. Sellinger,
S.J., Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, will give the opening
speech at 9 o'clock.
At 8 :00 p.m., in the Hall of Nations, there will be a concert of
African and American folk music
featuring the well-known blues and
folk music artist, Mississippi .John
Hurt. The African aspect of the
show will include singing and
dancing groups from East and
West Africa. Other groups will include the Joy Bells, one of Washington's famed Gospel singers, and
a duet returning from last year's
success, .Jonathan and David.
Ronny Israel, chairman of the
event which is sponsored by the
Association of African and American, was quoted as saying, "With
a great like Mississippi :John Hurt
we'll be sure to be entertaining."
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E. C. Organization Run
Soiree For Faculty Elite

LET'S HOLD SOME MORE OF THESE . • . students meet faeulty
at East Campus reception in Copley Lounge.

Last Thursday afternoon, the East-Campus sophomore
class and Student Council sponsored an informal reception
in Copley Lounge for faculty and students of the East
Campus.
Among those attending were the President of the University, Reverend Edward B. Bunn, S.J., William E. Moran,
Dean of the School of Forbers of the Administration responeign Service, Dr. Raymond F. sible for the organization and day
Pelissier, Dean of the School to day operation of the University.
of Business Administration, The benefits were not one-sided,
however. A few faculty members
Dr. William A. Duffy, As- expressed appreciation in that the
sistant Dean of the Institute reception afforded them a wonderof Languages and Linguistics, Rev.
Frank L. Fadner, S.J., Regent of
the Institute and Rev. John F. Devine, S.J., Director of the Office of
Student Personnel.
Tom Kane, sophomore class
President, explained that the purpose of the reception was to acquaint the students with the mem-

ful opportunity to become more
intimately acquainted with the students under their direction.
Discussion
Many topics were discussed in
the small clusters formed around
the lounge. Many upcoming student
projects were considered in an informal way.

Wicked Stage

Agencies Support
Faculty Research
In Science Fields

Even his numerous critics cannot question that C. P. Snow is one
of the most talented men of our times. Case in point is the Ronald
Miller adaptation of Snow's The Affair which is now being shown
at Arena Stage. The novel was written as the eighth in Snow's ambitious series of commentaries on western society, and it shows as well
as any which preceded it the amazing grasp of scientific, political,
academic, and social questions possessed by this one mind.
The plot of The Affair concerns campus politics at Cambridge and
the particular question of a supposed case of scientific fraud which
has resulted in the unseating of a fellow of the university. But the
questions raised by Snow's probing mind echo far beyond Cambridge's
firmly entrenched walls. Academic honesty vs. self-interest in a fiercely
competitive sphere ("One must watch where he is walking in this

ANTHONY ZERBE
is the sullen witness being addressed by
Louis Edmonds in The Affair at Arena Stage.
academic jungle") is a topic which is perhaps too often avoided because of its intrinsic triteness. But it is very pointedly raised here
in a manner that demands an honest self-appraisal.
The additional conflict of liberals and conservatives gives the play
simultaneously an aura of the academic medieval struggle concerning
Scholasticism and of omnipresent modern political overtones. The conservatism of the vested interest characterized by the burser Nightingale (James Kenny) is no more attractive that the overbearing "lib(Continued on Page 9)

Off Clhe Cuff
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_________________by George Parry __________________

~

Last Friday afternoon, Dr.
Jacinto Steinhardt, Science
S.N.C.C.
Adviser to President Edward
B. Bunn, S.J., and the Board
Jean Wheeler, a member of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
of Directors of the Univer- Committee, will assume the duties of a Field Secretary in SNCC folher graduation from Howard University this June. She will
sity, outlined the current sci- lowing
be assigned to the Fifth Congressional District of Mississippi. The

ence research projects which are
being carried out by members of
the Georgetown faculty with the
aid of grants from the Federal
government. Among the agencies
giving such support Steinhardt
listed the Air Force, the Atomic
Energy Commission, the National
Science Foundation, the National
Institute of Health and the N ational Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Faculty members from five departments are receiving aid. In the
Chemistry Department are Dr.
Michael T. Pope, studying the
heteropoly blues, a special type of
chemical compound, and Dr. Joseph
E. Earley, investigating the mechanics of coordination complexes.
Also receiving grants in the
chemistry department are Dr. Soma Kumar, studying the synthesis
of fatty acids in mammary glands;
Dr. William Zorbach, the synthesis
of biologically active materials, and
Steinhardt, the chemical aspects
of animal and human hemoglobin.
Department of astronomy teachers receiving aid are Rev. Francis
Heyden, S.J., and Dr. Carl Kiess,
working on an analysis of solar
and sunspot spectra and planetary
atmospheres, and Dr. Vera Rubin,
studying the luminosity distribution in representative types of galaxies. In addition, many of the
forty graduate students in this
department are receiving Federal
(Continued on Page 9)

Junior (lass to Contest
Yard Officer Nominees
In Copley Lounge Rally
by Peter A mene

The Affair
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Nominations for Yard President will be featured at a
Yard Rally in Copley Lounge
on Friday, March 13. The
rally will also include nominations for Non-resident Representative, Treasurer, and Secretary
of the Yard.
The procedure for the nominations at this rally was released by
the President of the Yard, Nick
Nastasi. He said there will be
nomination speeches, followed by
acceptance speeches for each of
the offices. The speeches will follow the order of Non-Resident Representative, Treasurer, Secretary,
and President.
Nastasi does not think that these
elections are too early. According
to him, the Student Council constitution specifies that the elections
must be held between Lent and
Easter vacation. He s-aid that he
would encourage debates but would
leave the decision to the candidates
themselv-es.
Last year, the Executive Secretary of the Yard presided at the
rally. Also at that time each of the
three Yard officeI"s spoke briefly on
the functions of his particular office
and on his experiences during his
tenure.
The offices of Treasurer, Secretary, and Non-Resident Representative were all uncontested last
year. One of the main issues of last
year's election was the best means
of student participation in celebrating Georgetown's 175th Anniversary.
"Candidates must have a 2.3
Q.P.I.;" and, "all candidates for
yard offices and for the office of
Non-Resident Student Council Representative must be Juniors in the
College. Candidates for President
of the Yard must be resident students or agree to live on campus."

following are excerpts from an interview conducted by The HOYA
with Miss Wheeler.
Q: What are the duties of a field secretary?
A: In sociological terms, the duty is to organize community protest around issues in the community. This means the gamut of possible
activities from starting a library in Greenwood, Mississippi, to going
to jail in Itabeena, Mississippi, for trying to vote or for trying to
integrate the library. The basis for this range and for the approach
of doing whatever is needed to be done is that the problems we are
concerned with come from basic attempts by the white people in the
South to limit the Negroes' participation in the society.
Q: Julius W. Hobson of the Congress of Racial Equality has
stated that the reason for non-violent direct action demonstrations is
that they in some way intimidate the white man through an implied
threat of violence. Does SNCC . . . or rather do you as an SNCC member share this interpretation of the rationale behind the direct action
demonstrations ?
A: There is probably substance to it. I wouldn't say that if someone asked me to tell them what was the most important thing about
a non-violent demonstration. I would say they focus attention on the
problem, they are something to organize people around, they are a
jumping off point for more permanent activity. And I need to emphasize that SNCC's emphasis is not demonstrations. Its emphasis is, I
think, to develop political strength among Negroes in America, particularly in the South, with the idea of using it to change some of the
basic institutions which we regard as functioning poorly right now.
I think the classic example is that in Mississi.ppi, where more than 40
per cent of the people are Negroes, there's Eastland as Senator and
head of the Senate Judiciary Committee. If we never did anything
else, I would hope that we could get Eastland out of there. The point
is this: the emphasis is not demonstrations. You find that when you
even get people talking politically, the "White Power Structure" gets
worried and gets pretty brutal. There's just so much you can take.
There's just so much that a leader or person put in a leadership position or in an initiative position can let his people take. In Itabeena,
Mississippi, people are having a voter registration meeting and white
people throw tear gas bombs into church. Now you're trying to develop
a movement, trying to get people to understand that they can get
together and use this political strength and whatever strength they
may develop otherwise, that they can change things that have to be
changed. And then these people throw these tear gas bombs into the
church. You can't afford not to protest, and so the people-about
seventy or eighty-walked downtown in a group, went into the sheriff's
office, and it was they who were put in jail and put to work on the
county farm. What I'm trying to say is that the approach of trying
to get people politically active means a lot to the people who are
already in power who are white. They have and will continue to retaliate by throwing people off whatever farms there were, making them
lose their jobs. Now you can't just let this kind of thing happen, you
have to protest and protest in demonstration.
Q: What do you think will be the key to acceptance of the Negro
in America?
A: James Baldwin says, "Integrate into what?" And that's just
an expression of my feeling. I, as a part of the civil rights movement,
do not want us accepted in American society. I want us to be recognized
as a force, social-political force, with certain valid positions and interests. And I believe that anything we are going to get we are going
to take politically or whatever way is possible. I don't believe that we
are going to come up to anybody's qualifications, because people don't
give anything away. I think that's pretty obvious. Over these one hundred years they haven't given anything away.
Q: Then do you think that to become a significant force in American society you have to obtain a sufficent command of say, the vote
and the dollar?
A: Yes. I think that and I think the theoretical :position will have
to become real. There will have to be an alignment of liberal forcesthe Negro movement, labor, the organization of poor whites. It's still
in the talking stage. Everybody who is respectable says that we have
to get together. SNCC is doing something toward that kind of broadening of scope by trying to organize whites in the South this summer ...
Q: Organizing whites? How so?
A: Well, in the same way the Negroes were organized. They
don't have money, they don't have . . . well, for instance, the lack of
unionization in rural areas will be a good issue for Southern whites to
organize around if they can be convinced that they aren't living well.
Recently when Kentucky miners were in Washington, the SNCC office
helped provided facilities for their meetings and make arrangements
with the people they wanted to see and arranged meetings between
them and the students, at least, at Howard. This is not any kind of
big thing, but it is the recognition that the problems (that confront
the Negro race) are many of them shared by other poor people and
that some kind of relationship has to be established.
Q: You seem to stress racial pride as opposed to an imitation of
the white man. The segregationist wants to see a separate but equal
Negro community. How do you correlate your integration efforts with
the concept of a proud Negro community remaining separate, if not
aloof, from the white community?
A: I think it's like getting married. I think, in a marriage, two
people maintain themselves-their personalities, their integrities-and
bring their peculiar values to a better relationship between the two
of them. I think that there is something new created by the two of
them coming together, but I think that if a marriage is going to last,
is going to be something, the two individuals remain self-supporting
basically, remain with their own characteristics, their own ways of
looking at things, and contribute to a new desirable whole. Baldwin
would say that white people are spiritless, that they don't have a soul.
Now I don't want to make a definite, rigid classification of spirited and
deeply moving Negroes and soulless and frigid white people. But I will
agree that there is a difference in the approach that the living is on.
Yet there are values that both of us have. There are good things
about both of us. If we can be mature and sensible enough to realize
('Continued on Page 16)
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Beauties to Spice Military Salute

Ellen Clark
School of Nursing

Norrie Frese
Visitation Junior College

Pat Schipa
Dunbarton College

Selby Hubbs
Marymount Junior College

Barbara Burke
Mount Vernon Junior College

This year's Parents' Weekend will include
the Wing and Sabre Ball, a military salute
to parents. The semi-formal dance will be
held this Saturday night in the New South
Dining Hall. The dance will be sponsored by
the sophomore class of the College and the
Military Ball Committee. The dance is for
both parents and students.
A highlight of the evening will be the coronation of the 1964 Military Ball Queen. The
Princesses in the running for this honor are
Misses Jean Allen of Trinity, Carole Benner
of Marjorie Webster, Sue Bowers of Immaculate, Barbara Burke of Mount Vernon,
Ellen Clark of the Georgetown Nursing
School, Norrie Frese of Visitation, Selby
Hubbs of Marymount, Mary McCarthy of
the Georgetown East Campus and Pat
Schipa of Dunbarton. One oj these ladies
will be chosen Queen by the vote of those
who buy tickets to the dance. Balloting will
stop fifteen minutes before the coronation.
At 10 p. m. the music of Larry Laine and
the Air Force Bagpipe Corps will entertain.
They will lead the Procession of Princesses
and act as Honor Guard for this march. After
the coronation of the new Queen by Lt. Col.
Theodore P. Ferrato and Miss Jean Fee oj
the Nursing School, the 1963 Queen, Larry
Laine will play the Queen's Waltz and the
dancing will resume.
The dance will begin at 9 p.m. and continue until 1 a. m. There will be three bars
open jor the convenience of parents and
students. Photographs oj couples or groups
will also be available for a print. The price
of admission is $5.00 per couple. This dance
promises to be one of the most enjoyable of
the year and it will afford parents a first
hand view oj social life at Georgetown.
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Jean Allen
Trinity College
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Mary McCarthy
School of Foreign Service
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Sue Bowers
Immaculata Junior College

Car()le Benner
Marjorie Webster Junior College
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Board of Directors
Restricts Gym Use
In Policy Revision

by Thomas Noonan

The Republican Party
The effectiveness of the two-party system has best been illustrated
in Great Britain and the United States. No extra-constitutional institution has served constitutional government so well. At times, one party
has been dominant over the other-the Roosevelt-Truman era here at
home, and the Conservative ministerial procession of the past twelve
years across the Atlantic being sharpest in our minds. Yet the concept
of two parties has never been truly superseded, and this remains true
today. In Britain, the Conservatives are in power, but precariously so;
and though here the Executive appears to be Democratically entrenched,
the instruments of national power cannot be said to reside in the hands
of one party.
Adaptations of Parties
In the United States, however, this system is in basic, if not always
apparent, difficulty. Neither party being "philosophically" very far
from the other's outlook, the divergency has rested in their actions. In
this century one party has been vested with authority by a nation
immersed in national peril and world challenge; the other has been
summoned in a time of comparative tranquility. Both adapted themselves to the "obvious" dictates of the time. And both were dismissed
once the situation had significantly altered.
T-oday, we cannot hope for significant alterations. The "long
twilight struggle" has in effect just begun. And thus, party adaptability must be all the more swift. And thus too, both parties must be able
to confront the present crises as only one was called upon to confront
them in the past. Concisely stated, both must be able to offer solutions
which penetrate to the depths of the problems. Each can have a different approach, but both must have an intellectually feasible approach.
Both parties must now have the insight, both the vision-above all the
vision-of a Wilson, of a Stevenson. And most importantly, both must
recognize that the world is too small and the issues too intertwined for
one nation to have all the answers or even most of the answers unless
someday that one nation is one world too. Added to this, all must
realize the time we live in is unique, not unprecedented but at the same
time without many precedents. All must comprehend that the challenges we face are subtle ones, and as such, the classic and massproduced answers do not apply.

by Bob Dixon
Recently there has been a
great deal of controversy over
the decision of the University
Board of Directors concerning
the use of the facilities of
. I G
M C D onough M emorla
ymasium for non-athletic and nonUniversity functions.
The change from a policy of unlimited availability to one of
strictly limited use was the result
of student complaints about their
being unable to use the gym for
intramurals and other student athletics. In order to answer the students' legitimate complaints, Rev.
Robert L. Hoggson, S.J., the Faculty Moderator of Athletics, realizing the limitations placed on athletic activities requested that
Father Bunn and the other members of the Board of Directors limit
the use of McDonough Gymnasium
to strictly University functions
such as the annual Mass of the
Holy Spirit and special convocations.

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _

by Peter Lichentenberger_______--.I

Integration has taken on a new light out in Cincinnati. A recent
editorial in the Xavier University l:lews began: "The editors of the
News hereby cast their vote for girls. In fact, we wish to propose
that they be permitted to sit beside us in math class, or French, or
whatever."
The editorial continued: " • • . at most women's colleges, the
women are hampered both by the quality of the educational facilities
offered to them, and by the atmosphere in which they live. This is to
say that in addition to being educated on a diet of such stern stuff
as theoretical and applied sewing, the preparation. of TV dinners, etc.,
the girls are absolutely immersed in a sea of individuals whose only
ambition is, like the Canadian branch of the Mounties, to get their
man." We wonder if the ladies of Georgetown are not "immersed in
the same sea" as our traditional and most beloved rivals from over
by Catholic University supposedly are.

*

*

*

*

*

1ltrau"s 14ist

Two-fold Need
And so, the need is two-fold. The two parties must adapt to the
times and both must have an intellectual, even a scholarly approach
(perhaps it would be more correct to say that both must attempt to wed
idealism to reality). If only one party adapts, if only one conducts
a meaningful political dialogue, then the two party system collapses, or
unfortunately it should. And yet, this is what is happening. The
Democrats are attracting men such as Ambasador Stevenson, the late
President Kennedy, and Senator Eugene McCarthy; not to mention
advisors such as Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. and John Kenneth Galbraith. The Republicans, on the other hand, are still pushing to the
fore such men as ·Senator Goldwater, who no matter what his strong
points, is still selling the short-term answers, the tiring oversimplifications, and the antedated threats.
Formulation of Principle
And yet, this need not be. Twentieth century Conservatism and
modern Republicanism should be able to have a more potent formulation
of principle. Both have shown themselves to be durable in times past,
but now as always, they must have the stamina and intellectual fibre
needed to survive. What the Republican Party needs is fewer military
leaders, business men, and "politicians", and more men dedicated to the
process of real political thought.
The dilemma is not merely one of whether the Republican Party
be able to win at the polls, for this they most assuredly will do
once the cycle has revolved to them. What is much more vital is that
they govern, when called, with a deep sense of history, a committment
to principle, and a well founded hope in the future.

,,,ill

*

While across town, we will mention that the C.U. basketball team
has recently acquired a tremendous magic power of casting spells -on
l.,eferees. In two recent road games the C.U. quintet played at Fairleigh Dickinson and Xavier, and they seemed to have set the hometown
refs against the local favorites. The referees in turn aggravated the
Xavier ·and Fairleigh fans to "violent" actions.
The Xavier News reports the Dean of Men as saying: "'Maybe
a fence should be set up around the fieldhouse and called the animal
cage; it looked like the Roman fights where anything goes.'''
The Sports Editor of the Fairleigh Dickinson Bulletin also commented on this situation: "Harrassment toward game officials has
become a national custom. Screams of 'Kill da bum' and 'Da ref beats
his wife' have become commonplace and are expected. But when these
referees and umpires have to be subjected to flying objects and foul
language, it's wondered why they decide, or build up enough courage
to 'put on the stripes I' When these situations arise, they are usually
brought on by one or two idiots that are more interested in acting like a
Lenny Bruce rather than participating as a fan during the contest."
To the "one or two idiots" among the "gentlemen of Georgetown"
we would like to add that the "flying objects" spotted at the Holy Cross
game were an insult not only to our hosts, but to the remaining members of the Georgetown student body.

REV. JOHN DEVINE, S.J.
In agreeing to Father Hoggson's
request, the Board of Directors decided to refuse the Gym to all
groups and let it be used for strictly
athletic purposes with exceptions
being made for special Universitywide functions.
Rev. John F. Devine, S.J., Director of the Student Personel Office,
has been charged with the duty of
enforcing the decision of the Board.
Father Devine stressed that the
University's decision was neither
an expression of its favor or disfavor for any person or organization.

A new volume for the student of
romance languages
~RROW~
From the region made famous in
history and poetry ARROW
brings this distinctive shirting
... Khyber Cloth. Woven
on native looms and
dyed with the incomparable vegetable
madder hues, it is tailored in our own impeccable ivy styling.
Here is a sport shirt
for your wardrobe
that because of its
distinguished appearance might end
up being your
favorite of them all.

$7.95

FIRST HONORS
Richard L. Branham, Jr. ('65)
Joseph N. DiCorcia (,67)
Eugene M. Gaydos ('64)
Simon M. Karter ('65)
Joseph D. McClatchy, Jr. ('67)
Francis J. Nestor (H'64)
Joseph L. Pater (,64)
William H. Scharf (H'66)
Benedict A. Domenico (H. P.)
SECOND HONORS
Class of 1964:
Mark H. Aultman
John B. Donohue
Joseph M. English, III
Bruce M. Flattery (H. P.)
Geoffrey M. Hosta
Thomas M. Kolar
Christopher Krailker
Sebastian O. Mezu
Joseph F. Tripp
Class of 1965:
Nicholas C. Burckel
Michael J. Maloney
David D. Mulroy (H. P.)
George E. Thibault (H. P.)
Class of 1966:
Randoplh S. Delehanty (H. P.)
John C. Madigan, Jr. (H. P.)
Leslie E. Shaw
Stephen D. Shnider (H. P.)
Class of 1967:
Richard J. Dziekan
John H. Kissel
George B. Mackiw
Samuel C. McKnight

HONORABLE MENTION
Class of 1964:
Donald P. Colleton
William H. Danne, Jr.
Edward B. Fallon (H. P.)
John E. Feldmann
Nandor Fournier (H. P.)
Robert A. Frederick
Robert L. Galiero
Farrel J. Griffin
Peter P. Kelly
Robert J. Larner
John P. Limpert
Atherton G. Lowry
Michael T. Mennuti
Arthur M. O'Brien
Russell C. Olson
Ralph A. Regulbuto, Jr.
John J. Reidy
James B. Robinson
Thomas E. Wilson
Class of 1965:
Frank M. Aiello (H. P.)
Peter C. Amene
Joseph P. Cleary
Richard H. Crouch
Anthony J. DeLuca
Joseph L. DeStefano
John N. Delahay
David W. Dolan
James J. Dolan, III

Edmond J. Donnellan (H. P.)
Francis J. Garner
. Steven M. Kalavsky
Leo T. Largay
Joseph G. Mach
Joseph P. Marchese
John M. Oseth
Francisco Ponsa-Flores
Francis C. Warman, III
R. David Zorc
Class of 1966:
John L. Albrigo
Robert J. Barrett, III
Daniel J. Belden, Jr. (H.P.)
David L. Bostick (H.P.)
Donald C. Brennan
Harry T. Campbell
John F. Crosby (H.P.)
Thomas L. Crowe
Kenneth A. DiMuzio
David V. Feliciano
Robert C. Fernandez
William E. Higgins
Howard H. Kirtland
Daniel J. Lanigan
John E. Lee
James B. Lewis
Angelo D. Lupariello
Joseph T. McHale
Gerard E. Mitchell (H.P.)
John E. Newman (H.P.)
Philip A. Peters (H.P.)
Thomas W. Sawyer
Rodney J. Stine
Thomas E. Wack
John D. Wojick
Thomas N. Young
Class of 1967:
John A. Bellizzi, Jr.
Peter A. Blasco
John A. Druska
Ernest J. Fazio
Richard M. Hayden
Bernard C. Huger
Jerald A. Jacobs
James J. Keefe, Jr.
Lawrence W. Keeshan
Richard H. Kelty
John G. Koeltl
Pasquale Malafronte
John C. Murphy
Vincent J. Rocque
William H. Sanderson
Henry S. Sawin
Robert C. Scheye
Anthony T. Schiuma
James S. Stanhaus
Brian D. Williams
Special Student
Raymond J. Foerch, Jr.
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Wicked Stage

(Continued from Page 6)

eralism" of communist Laura Howard (Bella Jarret). What Snow
is opting for is the dispassionate tolerance which only sometimes characterizes his hero Lewis Eliot (Louis Edmonds) and which would enable the free cultural growth that Snow sees as society's only hope for
survival. But one still wonders where the line is drawn between this
open-mindedness and the complacency and irresolution of a Martin
Eliot (Harry Bergman) or a Francis Getliffe (Robert van Hooten).
Dramatically, The Affair is interesting, for it is the antithesis of
the type of production in which Arena has excelled. The sets and costumes are ordinary and unimaginative, and the degree of audience
involvement is even less spectacular. In comparison to such recent productions as The Devils and Battle Dream (which were technical virtuosities in spite of dramatic flaws) it is apparent that The Affair
barely begins to tap the potential of the Arena playhouse and staff.
In spite of this limitation in the drama itself, the performances
(under the direction of Mel Shapiro) are creditable throughout.
Anthony Zerbe is perhaps most outstanding as the sullen, unattractive
political radical Donald Howard around whom l'affa,ire (an obviously
ironic Dreyfusard connotation) centers. The second act dialogue between Howard and his wife is the dramatic highpoint of the play.
The contrast between the anti-social, tired liberal whose ideas have
outgrown his ambition and his grasping wife who has nothing left
save her ambition is perhaps Snow's most persuasive argument against
radicalism.
The most interesting performance is unquestionably provided by
Tom Toner as the crippled and enfeebled M. H. L. Gay. His wit and
sprightliness, which could easily have been overplayed, are welcome
reliefs from the serious considerations at hand.
In spite of these performances, however, The Affair is more remarkable for the unsettling questions which it dares to raise than for
its dramatic significance. It promises not so much an enjoyable evening
as it does a profitable one for those who are not unwilling to be
mentally prodded.-GET

Page Nine

Research
(Continued from Page 6)

or private research aid.
Grant recipients in the physics
department include Dr. William L.
Clinton, engaged in the theoretical
study of the electronic structures
of atoms; Dr. M. L. Vatsia, studying the fundamental properties of
turbulence in fluids and Dr. C. L.
Beckel (currently absent), investigating molecular structure. In addition, this department is accepting
aid for the examination of space
physics and the Laser beam.
In the math department receiving aid are Dr. A. K. Aziz, working
on partial differential equations,
and Dr. Robert F. McCoart, for
a study of the factorization properties of Legendre polynomials.
Dr. Otto Landman, for his work
involving genetic theory, is receiving the grant for the department
of biology.
Grants are cu=ently being considered for other research projects.
Steinhardt commented that these
will be announced when they are
given. He emphasized that these
grants are not procured through
the influence of any particular person at the University. They are
r=======================~~======================================~ received
solely through the efforts
of the individual researcher, who
outlines his project and presents
it to the appropriate agencies.

Pye to Present Notions
On Revision Proposals
The second lecture of the Edward Douglass White
Lectures in Law will be delivered at the Georgetown Law
Center next Wednesday by Dr. A. Kenneth Pye, -who is
now the Associate Dean and a Professor at Law for the
Georgetown University Law School.
In his lecture, "Reflections on Proposals for Reform in
the Federal System," pye will ternship Program since 1960, and
stress not only the necessary became Associate Dean in 1961.
As a contributor to law reviews
pre-requisites for reforms but
Pye, with Rev. Joseph M. Snee,
their broad effects within our S.J., has written major articles on
constantly evolving Federal "Actual Operations of Article VII
of Status of Forces Agreement"
structure.
Pye first studied at the University of Buffalo, graduating summa
cum laude in 1951. After receiving
his LLB there in 1953, he moved
to D. C. and was admitted to practice in the same year. Here he
served in the Army's Judge Advocate-General Corps until 1955,
when he received his LLM from
Georgetown. He has been a Professor of Law at Georgetown since
1955, and taught as visiting professor at Johann Goethe University in Frankfurt in 1959. He has
directed Georgetown's Legal In-

(1956) and the whole problem of
"Status of Forces Agreements and
Criminal Jurisdiction" (1957). Reflecting his legal interest abroad
Pye is a member of the American
Society of International Law, International Law Association and
the International Association of
Criminal Law.
The final White Lecture will be
given April 8, by the Honorable
David L. Bazelon, Chief Judge
U. S. Court of Appeals, D. C. Circuit. He will speak on "The Future of Reform in the Administration of Criminal Justice."

Weeltend SPEC/It
2. As recipients of a college
education, I feel it is incumbent
upon us to work in areas which
allow us to make a contribution
I've been pretty busy working
to SOCiety.
on my hook shot.
Watch me dribble
right around you.

1. I've been giving a lot of thought
to the future-career-wise and
goal-wise.

Freshmen - Sophomores - Juniors - Seniors
Announcing the opening of
another

National Rent-A-Car

location

Northrup's Gulf Station
3. Material reward is important, too
-so long as the job is one of
profound Significance.
I'm a terror off the boards.

4. What's more, the company I work
for must be forward-looking and
encourage initiative.

1601 Wisconsin &

Q Sts.

Georgetown

Notice the feather touch
on the ball.

This Week Only

for the ENTIRE WEEKEND
starting 4 p.m. Friday until 9 a.m. Monday
5. How about you? What
are your go:ils?
I'd like to score 30
against Tech.

6. I mean after graduation.
Oh, I've got a swell job
with Equitable. They've got
everything you're looking
for. And they're a good
team to work with.

For information about career opportunities at EqUitable, see your
Placement Officer, or write to William E. Blevins, Employment Manager.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019 © 1964

for a sparkling new Ford, Fairlane, or other fine car.

Please Call

387-4233 or 783-1595
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HOYA
(Continued from Page 1)
Last spring, under the Altobello
administration, the Student Council was revised so that the votes of
seven activity heads were removed.
The March, 1963 revision resolution, promoted by Altobello, Tom
Pauken and the late Lambert
Spronck, was initiated as part of
a movement to make the Council
a "more efficient, more vital, and
more highly respected organ for
student action."
The HOYA Board's recent action
was taken up by the Council after
Atchity concluded his statement.
The constitutional problems involved with withdrawal of an activity were discussed by John Hem-

fashion before the doorway of Copley Lounge. The brandished placards attacked student government
at Georgetown
("GU
Student
Government--an Opiate of the
Masses"), the Yard President
("N astasi : Promises in '63, Excuses in '64" and "What Does It
Profit a Man to Win an Election If
He Loses His Symposium 1"), and
the academic situation at Georgetown ("175 Years of Tradition Unhampered by Progress").
Eugene Long, the leader and organizer of the pickets, stated that
the students under his direction
were a group of "private, interested students who have tired of
the indecisiveness and incompetence that has plagued the Nastasi
administration."-F ES

Parents

Magic Lantern

(Continued from Page 1)
PARENTS WEEKEND
Registration-Friday night;
Saturday morning
(New South Faculty Lounge)
Lunch-N ew South Cafeteria
Sample ClassesWhite-Gravenor;
New Science Building
Cocktail PartyMcDonough Gymnasium
Dinner-New South Cafeteria
Parents' Weekend DanceNew South Cafeteria
SUNDAY
Mass-Dahlgren Chapel
Breakfast-New South Cafeteria

EC Council
(Continued from Page 3)
Under this project, all gifts
given by students :for Jack's support over a limited time and up to
a certain amount will be matched
by an equal dole divided equally
between the two treasuries. Ebersold feels the College should begin
to do its "fair share" in backing
student activities. He will be facing r.equests for loans from the
Sailing and Hockey Clubs and the
Crew in the future weeks and hopes
the Yard Treasurer answers them
with proportionate offerings.
Both of these proposals aimed at
stemming the College's lack of responsibility were unanimously approved. At this moment, Frank
Gannon, President of the East
Campus student body, gave notice
of the "tragic" events then in
progress outside the College council assembly.

PROTEST! . . . aroused students march on Student Council.
pelmann, Philodemic president and
Council parliamentarian, who presented The HOYA Editor with two
alternatives. He said that the paper could vacate its seat outright,
"just as the Soviet Union withdrew
from the United Nations Security
Council," or vacate and await the
decision of the Student Council
Constitution Committee. Atchity
preferred the latter course.
When Hempelmann asked if The
HOYA would comply with the
Council's possible refusal of the
newspaper's resolution, the Editor
replied that The HOYA's reaction
would be decided by the Editorial
Board.
After a brief period of debate, it
was resolved that the problem
should rest with the Constitution
Committee, which was requested to
meet at its "earliest convenience."
Entrance to the meeting was
hampered by a picket line protesting the alleged inactivity of the
Council and of its President, Nicholas Nastasi. The demonstrators
marched in an orderly, non-violent

WHO NEED SOME

FINANCIAL HELP

*

*

*

*

Connected both with the racially exclusive character of the secular
and also with the light-dark opposition, is the importance the
mOVIe places on the eye. One of Sordi's strongest virtues as a comedian
~s his ability to express dozens of different emotions with his eyes. This
IS used to fullest advantage by Laurentiis, who frequently has Sordi's
face photographed from throat level, thus increasing the effect of
Sordi's varied expressions. In To Bed these expressions tend to be
perplexity, disappointment, and anguish. This is in contrast to the
deep unfathomable glance of the Swede. One of the funniest scenes of
the picture has Sordi and several other Southern Europeans exchanging
"sed.uctive" .looks with the Swedish women in a cafe. The background
mUSIC here IS a parody on American jazz. There is no dialogue.
par~dise,

*

*

*

*

*

Following this, the second half of the movie is in general inferior
to the first half. The theme of the secular paradise is developed to the
point where the Swede is seen as almost primevally innocent, but most
of the earlier charm is lost. Background accompaniment deteriorates
into "snow-music," and Sordi's now frantic attempts at a liaison become
somewhat repetitious. The really comic opposition between the Italian's
view of sex and the Swedish code is transformed into a tragic inability
of the Latin and the Northlander to understand each other at all. It is
possible, however, that this was intended from the start.

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Profit Educational Fdn.

610 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MIN...
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over 150 oil paintings plus
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IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THEIR

ContinentaQ
u'\:tmosphelte

.,"

children's choir on Sordi's train chants polyphony ("a Gothic and
barbarous invention," according to Rousseau). Such harmonic consonance, . indi~enous to the folk-music of the Northern races, provides
the mOVIe WIth an atmosphere of semi-mysterious community from
which the foreigner is politely barred. Sex in the secular paradise is
a pleasurable sport, to be played or not, as one wishes. The Italian
who would refrain from sex only in fear of an afterlife cannot under~
stand this.
'

EDUCATION THIS YEAR AND WILL THEN CO_ENCE WORK.

Enjoy Real
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(Continued from Page 5)
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler'S
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered .
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Model RoolD Mock-Up Art Authority to Deli.ver
Displayed in Exhibition Final Simpson Speech
Rev. ,John F. Devine, S.,J., for studying and typing. In the
Professor Sydney Joseph Freedberg, Chairman of the
spring and fall, a patio will be
I
d
th
d
t
Department
of Fine Arts, Harvard University, will deliver
has announce
a a mo e available.
room of the new men's dorthe final Simpson Art Lecture tonight in Gaston Hall at
8 :30. Freedberg's topic will be "Religious Painting of the
mitory has been set up and
Italian Reformation and Counter-Reformation."
is open for inspection. The
Graduating summa cum laude from Harvard College
display is located in the mezin
1936,
Freedberg went on heim Fellow on two separate occazanine balcony of New North just
to take his AM and PhD from sions. He also had a Fellowship
below McNeir Hall.
Harvard. In 1942, he entered in the American Council of Learned
Cozy
Societies, 1958-1959, and won the
the Army as a second lieuten- Faculty
Prize of the Harvard UniIndividual rooms are approxiant, serving in field artillery. versity Press, 1960-1961.
mately 16' by 12' and designed for .'
An authority on Italian Renaisoccupation by two men. The rooms
When discharged in 1946,
all have built-in furniture, tile
floors and are similar to the New ...
South residences in their modern '~:,
decor. Desks are placed at oppo- :'.,
site sides of the room, and there "::,',
are shelves on top of the large;:;
closet areas.
'
The first floor will feature three
separate lounges. One will be a
formal lounge, somewhat like that
on the first floor of Copley. A
second will be used for study purposes, and the third as a recreation
room. In addition, every other floor
will include a special pair of rooms

Freedberg was a major in the
Army's Intelligence Division. During the war, he was also made an
Honorary Member in the Order of
the British Empire (Military Division).

MODEL DORM

Upon completion of military
service, Freedberg taught at Wellesley College. In 1954, he returned to Harvard's Department
of Fine Arts and in 1959 was appointed chairman.
Professor Freedberg was a Faculty Fellow of Wellesley College
from 1954 to 1955, and a Guggen-

sance Art, Freedberg has authored
four books on the subject, Parmigianino: His Works in Painting,
Raphael, the Stanza della Segnatura in the Vatican, Painting of
the IIigh Rena.issa.nce in Rome and
Florence and Andrea del Sa.rto. He
has also written several articles on
Italian Renaissance painting as
well as articles and reviews on
contemporary art.
The Simpson Art Lectures are
named in honor <>f James Alexander Simpson. Simpson was a
portrait painter and professor of
drawing and painting here.

Round-up
(Continued from Page 2)
tury, is being offered on a free-loan
basis by Association Films, Inc.,
to clubs, political organizations,
church groups, industries and other
interested organizations. Among
the films being offered are Pollsters
and Politics, FDR-Third Term to
Pearl Ha.rbor, Al Smith, and WoodrOtW Wilson.

\

I

\

JIM MONTANA
The HOYA Editorial Board announces the election of .Jim Montana, otherwise known as "The
Prince," as new Copy Editor_ A
junior AB English major in the
Honors Program, The Prince is a
member of Philodemic, WGTB, the
Georgetown University Volunteers,
Scabba~ and Blade and the Student Council Academic Committee.
He had formerly served as assistant to the News Editor on The
HOYA. A native of Chicago, Dlinois, the Copy Editor graduated
from St. George High School in
Evanston. 'He was on the Dean's
List at Georgetown during his first
two years. Undecided about his
future, Montana plans to attend
either graduate or law school after
graduation from the College of
Arts and Sciences. At present, he's
ha.ppy that he "knows a lot of
people" and plans to meet more.
Madrid
A new academic-year program in
Spain for American college students will be initiated this August
by the Institute of European
Studies, largest U.S. sponsor of
overseas education. Called the Hispanic Year, the ten month program
will be c<>nducted at the University
of Madrid under the auspices of the
institute, the university's department of political and ec<>nomic
sciences, and the Instituto de Cultura Hispanica, official Spanish cultural agency.

Come on over to
- r .... _

For delicious lee cream
in _ nost.lgic lIMn......
(117_ . . . . . . . . _

.......)

1531 Wisconsin Avenue

o LV FORO-8U

Ie 12 UIIr.
frio . . . lat. 'til 1 ....

0.... ,... 2

CARS

TOTAL PERFORMANCE!

ment Award for engineering excellence which "superbly
combines the prime essentials of great automobilesperformance, reliability, durability, comfort and safety."
Total performance makes a world of difference. Bodies
and frames are solid and quiet even on the roughest
roads. The ride's so smooth, so even-keeled, it seems
to straighten the curves and shorten the miles. And
nothing matches the spirit, sparkle and stamina of
advanced Ford-built V -8's and thrifty Sixes. Total
performance is yours to enjoy in all our 196·1, cars-from

mqt
~tllrgttllnl\t

~qllP
DRY ClEAN\NG
REPA'R'NG
lAUNDRY
2 DAY SERVlCE

MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS

36'" at N Sts. N.W.
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Musicum Schedules Arts &: i4:dt.trs (Continued from Page 5)
The Little 0 (Continued from Page 12)
that one would prefer not to discuss it. The strings lacked no lines, and yet his ability to mime is so great that he actually creates
Renowned Baritone evening,
bite and in their lower registers sounded blurred, the fast scale passages a sensible character from gesture alone. He is constantly on stage,
and during the musical introductions he must preserve the interest of
For Fourth Concert lacking in definition. The orchestra's sound was immensely rich and the
audience for quite a long period of time without moving from his

John Reardon, noted baritone, will present this year's
fourth Collegium Musicum
concert in Gaston Hall on
Saturday, March 7, at 8 :30
p.m.

Reardon was born in New York,
received his Bachelor of Music degree from Rollins College, and later
studied under Marital Singher of
the Metropolitan Opera Company.
He sang the romantic lead in the
musical Do-Re-Mi on Broadway
in 1960 and 1961.
In 1961, on leave from this
production, he sang the leading
baritone part in the world premiere of The Wings of the Dove
at the New York City Opera. Since
1961, he has been a leading member of the New York City Opera
Company, and has been reengaged
numerous times by the Santa Fe

JOHN REARDON
and Washington Opera Societies.
During this season he has been
singing the role of Scarpia in
Puccini's Tosca with the Washington Opera Society.
Hugo Wolf
The evening's program will include the following presentations:
Mozart's Cantata, nine songs by
Hugo Wolf, four songs by Richard
Strauss, Histoires Naturelles-a
set of songs by Maurice Ravel,
Three Ballades of Francois Villon
by Debussy, and the premier presentation of a new cycle of songs
by Jack Gottlieb-Songs of Loneliness. Reardon will be accompanied
by the piano playing of Bliss
Hebert.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale in the New South foyer and
Discount Record Shop at 1340 Connecticut Ave. Prices are fifty cents
for undergraduate students, $2 for
graduate students and faculty, and
$3 for reserved seats.

sonorous, but one thinks much too much so. The work's climax was
breathtakingly exciting, with shot-gun like timpani, yet much of the chair or saying a thing. And he manages to do all this with complete
aplomb. Not only that, but his is not a carefully premeditated performwork seemed to lack the vitality which one has heard from others.
ance. Each night it changes-and improves. Because he is supposed to
be a minor character he seems to have eluded Baker's heavy hand, and
Beethoven
consequently often manages to steal the show.
Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the Pastoral, received a glowing
But highest honors must go to Susan Swope, an actress now in her
interpretation, surpassing even Dr. Klemperer's fine performance of
last year with the same orchestra. The first movement (which describes third year with the Mask and Bauble. This is her first role in a comedy,
cheerful country impressions) was frolicsome, humorous and warm. and yet she seems to have comprehended the true comic spirit of the
The woodwinds especially were outstanding, the various sections of the dramatist far better than anyone else in the cast. For the most part
orchestra were melded with great skill, and every detail and nuance she maintains the precarious balance between sly humor and more
was brought out. One noticed, for example, the way in which the entry serious repartee of which the play is compounded. And she gets her
of the subordinate theme was handled, the first note very slightly laughs-when she is supposed to, and not whenever she can. She gives
stressed and lengthened, the phrasing clearly marked, and, in other the audience a real taste of Moliere-and it is a pity there is not more
places, the interplaying of the woodwinds and strings was marvellous. than a taste.
The movement's concl,usion shimmered like crystal. The second moveThere are some good points in Baker's approach, and they come
ment (scenes by the brook) did not create an even impression. Solti's out in the portions of the drama which require a strong director's hand
approach was exceedingly prosaic, his tempi slow, his image a mid- -the ensemble scenes. Here there is never the embarrassing pauses one
summer afternoon, hot and sultry. As such, it seemed at times to lack so often encounters in amateur productions. Each character moves with
vitality, for though it seemed to "swing" (as even this slow movement assurance and grace, and often the groupings are so tastefully done
can) in its large outline, it didn't really do so throughout its various that one is reminded of the family portraits which still flood the walls
moments. And yet the performance was so rapturously beautiful, the of European museums. The stage work and lighting are handled effieffects so sweetly produced, the whole thing so thoroughly enchanting, ciently, and one senses the aura of professional assurance which the
that one's reservations could not help but disappear. The third move- Mask and Bauble seeks to exude. It is just too bad that their profesment (Peasant's Merrymaking) was sunny, bright, playful and excit- sionalism carries with it one of the unpleasant corollaries which freing; the fourth (A Storm), ominous and thundering. The piccolo and quently accompanies professionalism-lack of taste.
timpani players were revelations in themselves, and the soft passages
as the storm dies down could not have been improved upon. The fifth
Ta.rtuffe will be shown tomorrow and Saturday at Trinity Theater.
movement (a Shepherd's Hymn after the Storm) was played broadly The Mask and Bauble performers will appear in their season finale,
with plentiful animation.
the annual musical production of Calliope, dedicated appropriately to
the muse of song. Calliope V, entitled Cast Off Your Chains, will be
m.187
shown April 22 through 25. The production is awaited with great exThere were minor points to which one objected: the important pectation, for this year's work has hinted at a potential which cC;lUld
passage for bassoon and violins (m. 187 and again at 233) in the first blossom into a first-rate success, greater even than the well-receIved
movement was badly done; the observance of phrasing and dynamics, Calliope IV (Bonapare!). Bonaparte! was pleasant entertainment, but
especially in the second movement, was not just; the beginning of the the M & B of 1963-64 has shown itself (at times) to be capable of
third movement was overly deliberate. In view of the whole, however, more than this. The talent of such performers as Tom Callahan, Madie
Brown, Jim Simon, and newcomer Chris Hartmann is as yet not fully
these are quibbles.
tapped, and we are hopeful that Calliope V will inspire and co-ordinate
It ought to be added that SoltPs Beethoven is somewhat his own, their unique abilities.
by which we mean that it is probably not Beethoven's Beethoven. This
was especially evident in the second and fourth movements. But it is
the mark of a great conductor, as it was of Wilhelm Furtwangler (to
who Solti owes much), that he can offer a performance which, although
obviously not completely in line with the composer's intentions, nonetheless seems definitive. This Solti did.

Stravinsky
The second half of the program was the high point of the evening
and was devoted to Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Primtemps. Here again
one could cite minor reservations,: the tempos of the various sections
were not always integrated, but it is just this difficulty which, from a
technical standpoint, makes Le Sacre one of the most difficult works
in the repertoire. The performance achieved must surely have been one
of the very best which this work has ever had. One could not possibly
have imagined a more exciting, thrilling performance. One was constantly aware of Solti's presence, but one was more aware of the
orchestra. There were minor failings, to be sure, but it would not be
an exaggeration to say that, if some of the things Solti did had been
attempted with almost any other orchestra, disaster would have
resulted. As a matter of fact, to this writer at least, the Philadelphians
have never sounded beter. And so what can you say? It was pure
spitfire. One can only wonder, in hope and pessimism, whether we
shall ever again hear Stravinsky's evocation in an interpretation quite
so definitive.
Solti, incidentally, is a fascinating conductor to watch. He springs
to the platform with youthful vigour and conducts with his whole
body, while his baton is forever jabbing and cueing and swinging
broadly. His facial expressions are scarcely less active. He was smiling
radiantly at times, and imitated a cuckoo during the relevant passage
in the Beethoven symphony.

Want to save plenty
on your Easter trip?
Write to this man.
Right now.

Who is this man? Sheraton's College Relations Director. Good man to
know if you're taking a trip this Easter or any other time. He can give
you a free Sheraton Student ID or Faculty Guest Card. With your Card,
you can luxuriate at any of the 90 Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns
around the world at special low discount rates ... even in single rooms.
Save even more with 2 or 3 in a room. Group rates for clubs and teams.
For more information and your ID card, write to:

College Relations Director
College Relations Dept., Sheraton·Park Hotel, Washington 8, D.C.

Sheraton Hotels ~ Motor Inns
Coast to coast in U.S.A.; in Hawaii; Canada; Nassau; Jamaica;
Mexico; Puerto Rico; Venezuela; Tel Aviv, Israel.

THE FUTURE ASSURED
The Class Gift of the College Class of 1964, as a positive tribute to
the future

0/ Georgetown, sets a precedent of lasting significance. (In co-

operation with the New York Life Insurance Company)

IIYour Houseware Store

ll

3241 M St., N. W.
FE 3-8373

Chairman Gift Committee: Perry Butler
Insurance Advisers:
Terrance O'Connor

Phone Orders Accepted.

Headquarters: Carroll Parlor

R. W. Miller
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Dramatic Society
Forwards Details
On Filth Musical
The Mask and Bauble Dramatic Society announces that
this season's production of
Calliope V will be presented
on the evenings of April 2225 at Trinity Theatre.
Entitled Cast Off Your Chains,
the book for the musical was written by Sarah Poole, a junior in the
Institute, with the assistance of
Bill Gargaro, a senior in the Law
School. Gargaro was the author
of Calliope II, Down the Hatch. He
is also collaborating with Rob Fremont in composing the musical's
score. Fremont has worked on the
last two Calliope productions.
Writing the lyrics for Cast Off
Your Chains are Fremont, Gargaro, Miss Poole and Frank Gannon.
Rounding out the production
staff is Mr. Ellis B. Baker, who
will direct the show. Baker draws
on a wide range of experience, having directed several of the American Light Opera Company's recent productions.
Auditions for Cast Off Your
Chains will be held Sunday, Monday and Tuesday evenings next
week at 7:45 p.m. in the Mask
and Bauble Office in Poulton Hall.
All those interested in leads or
chorus work are asked to be prepared to sing two songs. Actors
and dancers are also requested to
audition.

I.R.C.
(Continued from Page 1)
Gaulle's policy the resolution
passed 26-19-20.
The delegation was prepared by
briefings at the French Embassy
and the French desk at the State
Department. The LR.C. will attend
a similar conference this weekend
in N ew York where delegates will
represent the Soviet Union.
The Georgetown University International Relations Club, in conjunction with the Philodemic Society, is presently planning the first
national high school Model General
Assembly the weekend -of April 24.
(See story on the progress of the
plan on page three of this week's
issue.)

Deportment ClJoirmen
To Guile Sophomores
In Mojors Selections
The College sophomore class
is planning to sponsor the annal Majors Week under the
direction of Ed Leary and
Dr. Frank Evans, who will
act as special adviser to the
Class of 1966.
The purpose of Majors Week,
which will be held April 6 to 10,
is to assist those students who are
still undecided about the major
course they are to pursue. During
the week the chairmen of each
department or his representative
will speak to the sophomores and
answer questions pertinent to the
selection of majors. "Early April
has been chosen," Evans stated, "so
that the undecided student will
have enough time to make up his
mind before pre-registering sometime in late April or May!'
Also occurring within Maj ors
Week will be a series of hearings
conducted by the newly formed
Academic Evaluation Committee,
which will review and evaluate the
content of the various courses offered in the College.

PHILIP Y. MAUSE

Foreign Students Aided
By A. L. I.'s Instruction

A third project currently under
consideration is the proposed University Action Organization. The
group plans to solicit the assistance
of sophomores to work in area
parishes and schools as social servants and academic tutors.

REPUBLICANS

DISENCHANTED DEMOCRATS
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YES, THERE IS .
students.

an American Language Institute, for foreign

Though few students know it, the small beige brick
building opposite Alumni House does serve a didactical University function. The American Language Institute is a
small, University affiliated school, dealing exclusively in the
instruction of English as a second language for foreign students sponsored by the Federal government. The Institute
comes under the auspices of another hour in an introductory
Dr. Robert Lado, Director of course in American Civilization.
the Institute of Language and
The Institute was formed in
July of 1961, with the intent of
Linguistics.
providing i n ten s i v e brush-up
Classes at the A.L.I. are courses
in English as a second lannecessarily small, and the guage for foreign students selected
total enrollment is just under one
hundred. The use of small, informal classes conducted by members
of the University faculty offers
each student individual attention
and intensive drill in pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary. In
addition to three hours each day
with his classroom teacher, the
typical student at the Institute
spends one hour in the Institute's
English language laboratory and

INDEPENDENTS

to come to this country under the
various educational exchange or
technical training programs. Sponsored by the United States government, or more specifically, the
Agency for International Development (A.LD.), every student
who attends the American Language Institute for at least three
weeks receives a University certificate verifying his participation in
the intensive English program.

bur Tennis Sweater

)

.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME INVOLVED IN
NATIONAL POLITICS: PRECINCT WORK, HOST.
ESSES, POLITICAL CANVASSING, ETC.
CONTACT NATALIE BAUMER: ROCKEFELLER
FOR PRESIDENT HEADQUARTERS.
1106 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 737·5150

P.S. Don't forget the rally for Rockefeller (An Old
Fashioned Political Spectacular) at The International Inn, Thursday, March 5, 7:30 p.m.,' CostFree: Bands & Dancing: Guest Speakers-Rodman Rockefeller, Jacob Javits, Jackie Robinson,
and Former Ambassador to Cuba, Joseph Farland.
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Imported from England, Our
Tennis Sweater in a fine Cable
Stitch with Navy and Maroon trim
is offered in either V-neck or
Cardigan style.

$16.95 and $18.95

U"iversity Shop

In The Best Tradition of The Finer University Shop'

at 36th and N Sts.-FE 7-4848
Open for your Convenience
9:30 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
THURSDAYS till 8 P.M.
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Christy's Bedazzling 44
Cops Area Supremacy
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Mile Relay Men Shine
At NY Meet, Baltimore;
Urbina Delivers in 880
The Georgetown mile relay
team got back in stride last
weekend and copped two first
places and freshman Rick
Urbina continued to look impressive in the 880, which

augurs well for next year.
In the New York Knights of
Columbus Games last Thursday,
the Georgetown mile relay team of
Jack Ubhaus, Ed Schmitt, Roger
Caruso and Nick Spiridakis fought
off a late Manhattan bid and won
in 3 :20.3, their best time of the
season. Spiridakis had to extend
himself completely to ward off the
Jasper anchor man.
In the same meet, Ed Duchini
ran just two seconds off his 1000
yard best time and settled for third
place in 2:11.7.
Gold Medal
OWEN GILLEN MOVES INSIDE . • . Maryland's Mike Di Cosmo
Baltimore's new Civic Center
for a quick lay-up in the opening minutes of the Big Three cham- was the scene of last Saturday's
pionship game as .Take Gibbons and Jim Christy look on.
competition. Leo Chausse replaced
Schmitt as number two man on
by Tom Burton
the mile relay team and the quartet
Rebounding from a disastrous Northern trip, which took its second gold medal in three
would have completely crippled lesser men, Jimmy Christy, days. The two mile relay entry of
an inspirational and scoring leader for three years, led his Jeff Moreland, Dan Lanigan,
Schmitt and Duchini won a silver
teammates to an 81-78 victory over Maryland at Cole Field medal with a 7 :34.9 performance.
Strangely enough, the highlights
House, last Tuesday evening. Scoring 44 points to eclipse the
single game scoring record of 41 set by Jim Barry against of the evening were two third
place medals which the Hoyas
Navy last year, the hustling grabbed. Urbina was a standout
Hilltop hero brought home in the 880 as he fell short of upwith him the Lettermen's Tro- setting AAU 600 yard champion
Charlie Buchta by only four-tenths
phy, indicative of superiority of a second. His 1 :53.4 clocking is
over George Washington and the best since John Reilly's yearling days. Joe Lynch grabbed the
Maryland.
by Michael M. Egan, III
other third place medal with a very
In the early minutes, the Hoyas encouraging 9 :02.6 two mile time.
The Georgetown Univer- sped out to a 16-3 lead as Christy
sity Polo Team has received threw in 11 quick points. This gap
an invitation to participate was swiftly closed, however, as
the Hoyas did not score a field
in the National Collegiate goal
for 9 minutes, during which
Athletic Association's Polo time George Suder, a sophomore
tournament during this com- guard who ended up with 30 points,
ing week. The tournament is to be and Scott Ferguson, working from
by Tim Largay
held in New Y()rk City with the the high post, hit on several outfirst enc()unter to take place on side jump shots to propel the TerOn
Wednesday,
February
rapins to a 37-36 halftime lead.
next Tuesday evening, March 10.
26,
the
Hoya
swimming
team
Second Half
The mounted H()yas will meet the
In the early minutes of the sec- bowed to American University
Yale University Eli's at the Squadron "A" Armory at Ninety-f()urth ond half the lead changed hands 54-40. The mermen now own
and Madison Avenue at 6:00 p.m. several times, when, with about a 4-7 record with only the
in the semi-finals for the NCAA 11 minutes to go, Maryland opened
Championship. Since there are its biggest lead of the game, 55-52. D. C. Collegiate Championonly four polo teams participating, At this point, however, Christy ships remaining.
the first round ()f games is the took charge as the Hoyas ripped
Neil Bos starred in defeat as he
semi-finals f()r the NCAA Cham- off 11 straight scores to turn the won the 100 freestyle in 55.1. He
tables
on
the
perennial
Atlantic
was also a member of the victorious
pionship.
Coast Conference patsies. In the freestyle relay team composed of
Big Test
If the Hoya mallet-men man- remaining eight minutes of the Bos, Bill Sandweg, Lyn Fritz, and
age to defeat the Yale threesome game, the patented Georgetown Chris Dearie. Rich Sonntag chipped
they will proceed to the final freeze was applied and although in with two seconds, and Charley
round which will determine the the point spread was narrowed to Adair managed to capture a sec3 points at one time, the Hoyas ond in the 200 breaststroke. Larry
NCAA Polo champion.
Line-ups for both teams will be kept their heads and were in com- Hauser, improving with each meet,
turned in his best time of the seasimilar t() the line-ups which Hoyas mand at the final buzzer.
Christy
son in the 200 backstroke.
saw this fall with one exception.
As he has done so many times
In the D. C. Championships,
Francisco Schiffino will no longer
be playing for Georgetown. The in his career at Georgetown, "Jim- Maryland will be a heavy favorite,
Eli team will consist of Dolph my C" showed his irreplaceable with Howard University hoping
Orthwein in the number one posi- worth. Hitting 14 of 19 from the for an upset. The Hoyas 'will be
tion (the offensive position), Allen floor and 16 of 18 from the free trying to repeat last year's second
(Continued on Page 16)
place finish.
Corey in the number two position
(the "quarterback" position), and
Raymond (Andy) Guest, Jr. in the
number three slot (the defensive
position).
Number-one position on the Hoya
team will be played by team captain Carlos Uhart. Antonio Hope
will play the number two slot, and
Adrian Sada will hold down the
number three position. J()se Maria
Rodriguez will be the first substitute for the Georgetown threesome.
The ponies for the tournament
will be supplied by the two New
York schools participating in the
tournament, Yale and Cornell. The
other two tournament participants,
Georgetown and the University of
Virginia, will be guests of the New
Yorkers for the tournament.
Tournament sponsors will be the
National Collegiate Athletic Association and the United States Polo
Association. This is a unique arrangement because the expense involved in sponsoring two tournaments would be prohibitive.
Though the Georgetown Polo THE 1963-64 POLO TEAM . . . goes for an NCAA title early next
Team is now sporting an unde- week. The team includes Adrian Sada, Antonio Hope, team captain
(Continued on Page 16)
Carlos Uhart, Frank Schiffino, and club president Kevin Connell.
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BASKETBALL WRAP-UP
THE SEASON-The 1963-64 season, Georgetown's best in a decade,
was very satisfying in several respects. Back in November, the general
feeling was that, without Jim Barry, Georgetown would be hard pressed
to equal its 500 record of the previous year. Yet, without Barry and
without the big man underneath, the team finished with a respectable
record of 15 and 10. This success can be attributed to several factors.
The consistent play of seniors Jim Christy, Chuck Devlin and Joe
Mazelin gave the team a big boost, but it was the basic attitude among
the seniors which made the difference. A lot more positive thinking was
in evidence this year than in years past. The present seniors wanted
to play, which is more than can be said for some of the seniors on the
1961-62 team.
Another satisfying aspect was the rapid transition which the sophomores made from freshman to varsity ball. Jimmy Brown assumed the
role of playmaker in the opening game and, with rare exception, ran
the offense well for the duration of the season. Owen Gillen's play up
front was also heartening. While he was forced to give away inches
off the boards, he more than compensated for this with good position
underneath and finished the year as Georgetown's second highest
rebounder for a single season.
In addition to some outstanding individual efforts, team play was
much improved this year. Consequently, the Hoyas were able to employ
a more deliberate offense to complement their fast-breaking attack. It

Hoya Malleteers
Prepare to Face
Yale in NCAA's

GU Mermen Drop

Decision to Eagles;
Bos Individual Star

A FIRST FOR THE HOYAS . . • Captain Jim Christy presents
the lettermen's trophy emblematic of area basketball supremacy to
the Very Reverend Edward B. Bunn, S ..J., during the post-game
ceremonies last Saturday.
was this improved team play which led to more balanced scoring; this
enabled Georgetown to place four men in double figures this season
as opposed to only two the previous year.
While the team provided some memorable moments, one of the
bigger surprises of the year came in the form of strong student support
both at McDonough and on the road. Enthusiastic crowds at the home
games made the phrase "home court advantage" meaningful as the
Hoyas 10-1 record at McDonough indicates. The Hoyas had their shortcomings on the road, but they had a strong following nonetheless.
Attendance was greatest in New England, but the turnouts in Philadelphia for the Quaker City tournament and the St. Joe's games wer~
sizeable as well.
The highlight of the season, in my mind, was the upset victory over
Loyola in Philadelphia. The Ramblers were ranked first at the time
and the victory followed by articles in national publications greatly
enhanced the Hoyas' reputation across the country. Ensuing victories
over LaSalle and NYU helped to further Georgetown's drive to national
prominence. These wins placed Georgetown in the NIT picture for a
brief moment, a picture from which it had been absent for ten years.

*

*

*

*

*

If the season was rewarding in these respects, there were still

disappointments. Every time the team began clicking and the NIT
looked more and more probable, an alleged pushover would pull the rug
out from under the Hoyas' tournament hopes. As one observer put it
following the Navy game, "This has been a season of contradictions."
And indeed it was. At times, the Hoyas looked like two different ball
clubs. It was hard to believe that a team could look as impressive as
Georgetown did against NYU and as poorly when they played BC or
how Georgetown could defeat Loyola and lose to GW eight days later.
It was these losses that hurt the most.
Another disappointment was Georgetown's poor showing on the
road. Nine of the Hoyas ten defeats came on the opponents' home
courts. On some evenings, the Hoyas were simply outclassed, but the
losses to GW at Fort Meyer and to BC in Boston made the difference
between a good season and the NIT.

*

*

*

*

*

EVALUATION-In view of what I expected, this past season was very
successful. In view of what might have been, the nobodies and the road
trips hurt us badly.
NEXT SEASON-Georgetown will have the big man it lacked this
year. In fact, there will be three big men. With a healthy Jim Barry,
Frank Hollendoner, and Steve Sullivan joining Gillen up front and with
Brown and John Prendergast in the backcourt, the Hoyas should be a
match for the best the East can offer. If these players can stay healthy
and eligible, all the ingredients will be there. It should be well worth
watching.
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Little Terps Bash Yearlings
As Hoya Team Work Flops

by Jim Barry
The 1963-64 Hoya basketball team indicated what
hustle, unselfishness, and school spirit can accomplish.
by Joe Dailey
Under coach O'Keefe's guidance this year's team provided
While the Hoyas of the
the greatest basketball thrills in Hoya basketball history.
1963-1964 season were comThe opening Maryland game unveiled Jimmy Brown pleting the school's most reand Owen Gillen to Hoya fans. These two sophomores were spectable basketball record in
to playa major part in this season's successes. The opening a decade, Georgetown's best
victory plus overwhelming spirit by the students provided all-around player in years
our inexperienced players with the confidence needed. The was sidelined by an injury-ridden
team marched to five straight, hard earned victories. At knee that prevented him from parin the basketball upthis point in the season the team was among the leaders in ticipation
swing that he was supposed to lead.
the country in both field goal and foul shooting percentages.
Last spring, at the conclusion of
In a disastrous road trip, the Hoya's were humbled by a very mediocre 13-13 season, Barry
was named to the U.P.!' Honorable
the taller Loyola of New Orleans and Georgia Tech teams. Mention
All-American team, to the
The team them travelled to Philadelphia to play the top- E.C.A.C. first team All-East, and
ranked team in the country, Loyola of Chicago. The game to the Outstanding Visiting
Player's Team at the Palestra,
was described as a scrimmage for Loyola in preparing for where
he received the highest numtheir march to the tournament championship. The game is ber of votes in a list that included
history. Led by Jimmy Christy, Georgetown's greatest such stalwarts as Bill Bradley and
/(
Barry Kramer. The reasons for
shooter, the team shocked the sports world with a convincing these selections were obvious. Barry UP AND IN .•. Steve Sullivan hits with a short one-hander follow69-58 victory.
had scored at a 22.6 clip, the ing a base line drive during the Baby Hoyas encounter with the
fourth
highest sophomore point- Maryland frosh. Such moments were rare as Georgetown dropped
The following night, against the eventual winner, La
producer in the nation, and had an 84-68 decision.
Salle, Georgetown lost a hard fought game in which La come up with impressive individual
by Wade H alabi
Salle's height and speed eventually wore the Hoyas down. game totals of 39 against ManhatThe
baby
Hoyas
suffered
a sound drubbing at the hands
30 against LaSalle, 41 against
In the consolation round, Georgetown lost to Drake, one of tan,
Navy, 29 against St. Joseph's, 35 of Maryland's young Terps. The yearlings, well in command
the nation's better teams.
against Western Michigan, and a early in the game, sank seven of the game's first eleven
Jimmy Christy's illness and Joe Mazelin's injury re- well-earned 29 against Boston Coland its defensive ace, Gerry field goals to sputter ahead, 14-2. At this point, the Hoyas
sulted in a sloppy George Washington victory, and our record lege
Ward. It was naturally expected fell apart, breaking into five scattered ball-players. Therestood at 6-5. This was the turning point of the season. If that Barry would improve with a
after, it was all Maryland; Maryland scooted to a 40-34
we were to be even considered for any post-season tourna- year of experience behind him, and
half-time lead, padded that
with
Owen
Gillen
providing
relief
ment the team would have to make their move. They de- under the back boards and Jimmy
margin to twenty points, and
feated a good Canisius team at McDonough Gymnasium be- Brown setting up offensive assists,
easily coasted to an 84-68 vicfore a high-spirited student body, and then flew to New York Barry could provide the team with
tory.
Joe Harrington led the
scoring that would
to defeat Fordham. However, returning home we were machine-like
mean the difference in some six
Terp attack with 26 points
caught looking ahead to La Salle by a hustling Navy team.
and 13 rebounds. Steve Sulby Pat Bright
But the Hoyas fought back and defeated the tall and
livan g u ide d the Georgetown
Georgetown handed Rut- breakdown with 28 field goal attalented La Salle Explorers. We dropped a close one at Seton
gers
University its fifteenth tempts. Also in contention for the
Hall, where the Celtics would fight for a victory; and lost
loss
of
the season in winning Hoya leadership was Pete Michell,
another tight game to St. Joseph's of Philadelphia, due to
with 19 attempts. Basketball deits fifteenth victory by a mands sacrificing for the good of
fouls. Four straight victories followed over St. Peter's,
79-67 score. The Hoyas fin- the team; sacrifices were notably
George Washington, N. Y. U., and Fairfield. Our N. Y. U.
ished with a 15-10 record, absent against Maryland.
victory, possibly the greatest win of the season, put the team
The yearlings met Bainbridge
best since '53-'54. Seniors Jim
back in tournament contention. Holding a team of N. Y. U.'s
Christy and Chuck Devlin capped Naval Prep in their season :finale,
offensive power to only 16 shots in the second half had to be
their varsity careers with identical shaking loose in the last minute to
21-point totals, but the victory was win, 69-65. Bainbridge clung stubthe greatest defensive exhibition in Hoya history.
bornly to the Hoyas, 14-14, 24-24,
primarily a team effort.
The team travelled to Boston with tournament hopes,
Jimmy Brown led an early surge and barely trailed at half-time,
where a home-grown Washington lad named John Austin
that carried the Hoyas to a 19-10 32-34. With little Tom Maryott
lead, setting up short jump shots at the helm, the Napsters matched
ran, shot and dribbled the Hoya's out of Boston College's
for Christy and Joe Mazelin. the taller Hoyas by patiently waitgymnasium and out of the N. 1. T .. The Holy Cross defeat
Rutgers took a time out and quickly ing for sure shots, and for a very
followed the next night at Worcester.
rallied. The Scarlet Knights went short while enjoyed a two-point
ahead
22-21 -on Allen Friedman's lead, 56-54. A three-point play by
At the season-ending Rutgers game, the Hoya students
soft jumpers from the side, and the Gary Compa, two field goals by
paid tribute to the team; especially to the graduating sengame remained close until Christy Pete Michell and five straight
sank two 25-footers just before the points by Steve Sullivan put the
iors: Jimmy Christy, Joe Mazelin, and Chuck Devlin.
.TIM BARRY
buzzer.
His second swish gave the contest out of Bainbridge's reach.
This was a good basketball team, one which deserved
hosts
a
32-26
edge at the intermis- Bob Ward, whose consistency and
shooting accuracy have charactertournament consideration. Their 15-10 record was the best to eight vital games, games that sion.
were lost this season.
ized his play, took game scoring
Friedman
at Georgetown since 1952-53. Senior Jim Christy, the team
The extent that Jim Barry would
Friedman c-ontinued his fine honors with 28 points. Sullivan,
leader, ended his brilliant career as the second greatest have helped this year's off and on shooting
as the second half began. with 16 rebounds and 18 points,
will be the subject of much
scorer in the school's history; but this was far from a one- team
His
eighth
basket cut the Hoyas' showed great improvement over his
speculation by many interested onman team. Jimmy Brown ran the offense brilliantly, Joe lookers, but it is hard to imagine lead to 36-34, but it was the previous performance, and must
Knights' last gasp. Christy hit be commended for his defensive
Mazelin seemed everywhere on defense, and Owen Gillen that Georgetown would have lost twice,
and then Devlin took over. play.
the
close
ones
to
George
Washingand Chuck Devlin got more than their share of rebounds. ton, Navy, Seton Hall, and LaSalle Devlin shoots ,s-o little that most
Good Record
fans don't know whether he's rightThe improvement of the team can be attributed to three with him in playing uniform.
The yearlings closed with a 13-4
or
left-handed,
but
he
soon
showed
Barry's knee has been operated
causes: a stronger bench led by Joe Franz, John Prenderrecord that does not indicate their
on and in all probability he will be them. Rutgers' 1-3 zone left him individual potential. Steve Sullivan
gast, and Jake Gibbons; a more balanced offense which back
free
for
shots
fr-om
the
baseline,
for the 1964-65 campaign.
proved to be a very strong ball
(Continued on Page 16)
proved that on a given night any Hoya could score twenty
player with quick reflexes and
points, and unprecedented team hustle, unselfishness, and
strong hands. He is a likely starter
next year. Neil Heskin demondesire.

Senior Duo Significant
In Season-Entl Trounce
Of Loss-Ridden Rutgers
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BRADDOCK HEIGHTS SKI WAY, INC.
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
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Come Stag! Bring Date!
Route 240 to Hagerstown Exit
1 mile on Route 40 West
Left 3 miles on Route 40 Alternate
Left on Schley Avenue to Schley Inn
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PRESENT COUPON
FRIDAY NIGHT· SATURDAY NIGHT
TUESDAY· THURSDAY
DAY OR NIGHT SKIING

CHUCK DEVLIN SCORES ..• in Rutgers game during his last performance wearing a Georgetown uniform.

strated an accurate, curving shot,
but must improve his co-ordination
and strengthen his legs. Bob Ward
is a strong, steady rebounder and
accurate shooter who will certainly see reserve action next year,
and might be an alternate starter.
Turning to the backcourt, we :find
Pete Michell, with an excellent shot
from practically anywhere and a
quick, defense-shattering drive. Michell is weak on defense, but he is
learning quickly. Although he had
trouble with his shot this year,
Jim Lyddy is an effective floorleader, plays tight defense, and
may well fit into varsity plans for
next year. Gary Compa, third man
on the Frosh's 3-2 offense, is a natural ball player with excellent
hands, and a talent for stimying
an on-coming fast break. In conclusion, four words-the future is
bright.
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Letters
(Continued from Page 2)
been attempted. However, student
government as an idea should not
stand or fall on the performance
of one group of officers. Student
election time will soon be here
again, bringing with it the tide of
campaign promises; some feasible,
others merely propaganda. Perhaps
the new student government officers
elected will be able to make greater
strides toward the time when student government will be exactly
that--government of, by, and for
the students.
PAUL M. FEINE
Editor-in-Chief
1964 Protocol

Art
To the Editor:
I read the article, "A Definition
of Art" by John Pfordresher,
which appeared in last week's
HOYA, with much interest. Since
it was stated therein that comments were welcome, I am taking
the liberty of offering mine.
Leaving aside a number of quibbles, I feel that the chief criticism
which can be leveled against Pfordresher's article is that it does
not deal with art, but rather with
epistemology. To say that art "is
simply the subjective re-representation of nature" is to say next
to nothing about art. In seeking to
"define" art, all that has been done
is to separate objective inquiry
from subjective inquiry.
As it is, Mr. Pfordresher's definition is deficient on three counts:
first of all there are subjective rerepresentations of nature which
are not art (e.g., any incorrect
physical theorem); secondly, the
definition does not allow for the
obvious "un-artness" of many subjective re-representations
(e.g.,
Kilmer's Trees, which, at least to
my mind, is not an artistic work) ;
and thirdly, it leaves out much
too much which is essential to art.
In this last category, we must remember that art is always physical, i.e., it always employs a physical medium (sound, clay, oil), and
that it seeks not just a subjective
re-representation of nature, but
a subjective re-representation of
Man (as individual or species).
Accordingly, if we are to offer
a definition of art, I would submit the following: Art is a medium, employing physical material
in a scientific manner (i.e., in accordance with the laws of Nature),
by which man seeks to express his
personal and subjective perceptions
of eternal values and the relation
thereof to man (not merely to himself) in terms of physical symbolism. In order for a particular work
to be considered as art, it is necessary that it fulfill the above conditions with a certain (and probably indefinable) degree of excel-
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lence.
Finally, I feel that this definition
says nothing about art. It is a
strange and almost unforgivable
paradox that, ultimately, only art
can comment on art.
T. A. GALLAGHER
College '65

Gentlemen:
To the Editor:
There have been a number of occasions in the Boarder's Cafeteria
this year that have led me to believe that the students eating in
the cafeteria have no regard for
the occasional girls or women who
enter the cafeteria. Granting the
influence of past practice and mob
psychology, the banging of silverware against the. tables whenever
a woman enters the cafeteria is a
sign of gross immaturity in any
gentleman whether he be pagan or
Christian. But the Georgetown
gentlemen have on three occasions
in the cafeteria this year shown
their disregard with respect
to the puerile habit of banging
silverware. First, a Georgetown
student brought his parents accompanied by his sister to eat in
the cafeteria. They were received
by the clattering of silverware.
Second, high school girls soliciting
various items were entertained for
their entire stay in the cafeteria.
Lastly, a
Georgetown student
brought his girl friend to dinner.
On this occasion not only was there
clanging of silverware but other
elaborate preparations as the setting up of a special table with
flowers were made. As the couple
left the kitchen they were met by
the leering eyes of a gathered assembly. The impressions made on
occasions like these linger on and
are never forgotten by casual visitors. This is not the kind of image
of Georgetown people should leave
with. And it is not the true picture
of Georgetown. Banging silverware might on occasion be effective
to bring attention to some matter
or another but it is certainly not
warranted every time a woman enters the cafeteria.
The elimination of this obnoxious
conduct, I believe, does not belong
in the hands of University officials
but does lie in the personal responsibility of each student. If the
gentlemen of Georgetown predominate let the adolescent behavior
desist.
TIMOTHY J. FALLON
Lay Prefect
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Rutgers

Off ahe Cuf!

(Continued from Page 15)
and he discovered it in time to score
seven baskets before he left the
floor with four minutes remaining.
After Devlin and Mazelin departed, Owen Gillen, who looks
more like a wrestler than a basketball player, drove for three layups
to maintain the Hoyas' 12-point
lead. Gillen scored 14 points and
snared 13 rebounds. Brown, his
roommate, finished with 15 points
and 11 assists. For Rutgers, Phil
Robinson netted 19 points, and
Friedman 17.
Following the game, Christy
again accepted the Lettermen's
Trophy, symbolic of the "Big
Three" championship. (The "Big
Three" are Georgetown, George
Washington and Maryland.) The
crew-cut senior finished with a
career total of 1101 points, second
highest in Georgetown history.

that you have to present a self to a relationship, you don't just become
a part of some other unit. You bring a self and then the two selves
come together and make something new. This seems to me not t? be
a contradiction of a desire to maintain an identity for us and to Integrate into the social and political structure.
Q: Then you recognize that there can be different motivations
among the races?
A: Different ways of living? Yes, I agree. Now maybe if we lived
together for a great many years things would change. I would be one
of those fighting to keep a lot of them. I think a lot of them are
justifiable. I think especially the warmth I find in the South among
the N egoes needs to _be kept.

(Continued from Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 14)
throw line, and scoring 17 of the
last 21 Hoya points, he insured the
victory which meant Georgetown's
first "Big Three" title. Christy has
been the money player this year,
saving his big nights for the big
games like Loyola of Chicago, LaSalle, N.Y.U., and Maryland. In
the future, the point gap he leaves
may be filled, what cannot be filled
is the combination of hustle, guts,
brains, and unselfishness that made
him a great team leader.

SERVICE CHARGE
ON CHECKING ACCOUNtS
WHILE YOU·RE ASTUDENtt

Malleteers

(ContinUed from Page 14)
feated outdoor Polo season, the
winter indoor season has not been
as satisfying. Handicapped by the
loss of the artful mallet of Frank
Schiffino and the lack of an indoor
polo ring the Hoyas suffered losses
to Cornell and Yale in the winter
season. While Georgetown has been
forced to remain idle since November, the competitor teams have
been able to practice continually
since November, and in the case of
Yale the practice has been on a
daily schedule.
The spring season promises to
be more gratifying, however, since
warm weather practice sessions
and the development of team strategy with new members will once
again bring the polo team into
position for an undefeated string
of games. At present, arrangements are being made for games
with the University of Virginia,
Cornell, and Yale.

As a special service to all undergraduates, the Public National
Bank invites you to open a checking account-without any
service charges-no matter how many checks you write, or how
small your balance! That's right, there is NO SERVICE
CHARGE on your checking account . . . and there won't be
for as long as you are a student.
Come in and open your account soon at Public National . . .
the full·service bank conveniently located in the heart of the
downtown business distria.

PUBLIC
NATIONAL BANK
1430 K ST. N.W. • EX 3-7878
MEM8ER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEM8ER: FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
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IN THE MARCH

.ATLANTIC?
"MexiCO Today": A Special 62-page
Supplement reveals the character
and vitality of the Mexican people~hrough their short stories, poetry, and
painting, and articles about their social
advances, industrial growth. new art,
music and archaeological discoveries.
Oscar Bandlin: His Inteeration the
Answer?": After 10 years. a view of the
unexpected consequences of the
Supreme Court ruling on segregation.
HTrips to Felix" by Garson Kanln: A
portrait of Supreme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter - his love of people, wide
knowledge, and intimate thoughts.
"Whatever Happened to Women's
RIa:hts7" by Paul Foley: Why today's
American women are not availing themselves of their "equal status"
opportunities.
Every month the
Atlantic provides a
platform for many of
the world's most articulate and creative
men and women. The
result is always enter·
taining and informa·
tive,often brilliant,occasionally profound.
More and more, the
AtlantiC is finding its
way into the hands of
discerning readers.
Get your copy today.
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